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Falcons look to avenge recent losses with success in NCAA
Present season very similar to 1984 Championship campaign
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BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Gyman memorial: A

memorial service for Harry Gyman,
former assistant professor of
sociology, will takeplace Monday at
2:30p.m. in ProutChapel. A reception
will follow in the Atrium on thesecond
floor of Williams Hall.

NATION
Drought danger: This year's

mild winter could come back to haunt
Americans in the form of a drought,
the National Weather Service said
Thursday.
The March hydrological outlook,
usually an annual report on potential
for spring flooding from snowmelt,
this year is more a chronicle of
missing snow and dry soil conditions.
Unless neavv precipitation occurs,
the return of drought to major areas
of the nation is imminent, the report
said.

Super frogs: Giant .African
frogs able to leap 30 feet in a single
bound got the go-ahead to compete in
the Calaveras County frog jump, a
contest inspired by a Mark Twain tale
about a frog that wouldn't jump
because its belly was filled with lead
shot.
The nine Calaveras County Fair
directors in Angels Camp, Calif.,
acting on a request from Seattle
animal collector Andy Koffman,
voted unanimously Wednesday to let
the African Goliaths take part in the
62nd Annual Jumping Frog Jubilee
May 17-20.

WORLD
Gorbachev wins vote:
Mikhail Gorbachev won the election
Thursday to a new executive
presidency with the powers he says he
needs to lead the Soviet Union out of
economic and ethnic crises,
according to Tass news service.
Gorbachev had run uncontested but
could have failed had he not won the
approval of 50 percent of the deputies.
The new president will have wide
powers to propose legislation,
negotiate treaties, veto bills and
decisions of the Council of Ministers,
appoint a Cabinet, declare war if the
country is attacked, and under
certain conditions, impose
presidential rule.

Reporter executed: A

London-based newspaper reporter
Farzad Bazoft was executed
Thursday morning after being
convicted on charges of spying for
Israel and Britain, the Iraqi News
Agency reported.
Bazoft was arrested in September
after making an unauthorized trip to
the Al-Iskandaria military complex,
where he was investigating reports of
hundreds of deaths in an explosion.

HISTORY
On this date: in 1987, about
ISO people gathered in the Union Oval
to protest racism and lack of cultural
awareness on campus. One
suggestion made at the rally was to
require all incoming freshmen to take
a multicultural diversity class in
order to increase awareness.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

High 60
Low 55s

Coughlin re-elected for US6
Colleen McGinty, USG vice president
and chairwoman of the elections and
opinions board, said the student turnout was the largest she had seen in her
With a weak smile on his face and four years at the University.
disappointment in his eyes, John Corrigan gave a congratulating handshake
"We had 700 more people vote this
to the re-elected Undergraduate Stu- Eear as compared to last and people
dent Government President Kevin
new about the candidates, not like beCoughlin Thursday morning.
fore when (students) were kept in the
dark," she said.
Announced before about 70 students
Coughlin said he will finish out the
in the Prout Hall lobby, the tally of year working to unite the campus after
votes showed Coughlin and Linda the divisions incurred with campaignSchnetzer, USG vice-presidential can- ing.
didate, were the victors by 309 votes
We have the opportunity to unite the
over Corrigan and his running mate student body and make it the strongest
Melissa Brown.
in the state, he said.' 'It's time to unite
A record number of votes were cast behind one student leader."
Schnetzer said her main concern for
— 2,822 — with Coughlin/Schnetzer receivingl,478 and Corrigan/Brown with the remainder of the semester is get1,169. The remaining 175 votes consti- ting back to work.
tuted write-in candidates and invalid
'In the past three weeks, I've been
ballots.
able to hear student concerns from all
by Matt Mighell
staff writer

types of people while Kevin and I were clude continued work for students
campaigning," she said. "Changes through USG.
take time, but now we know more about
what students want."
"It's been the best experience of my
college career," he said. "I saw a side
Although their campaigns were pit- of government that I probably wouldn't
ted against each other, Corrigan said have seen otherwise.
Brown said the campaign was benehe supports the views Schnetzer holds
ficial although it met with defeat.
for student welfare.
"I'm glad we got people out to vote
"I don't have to say anything about because we wanted our ideas to be
campus safety, because with Linda it heard." she said. "This campaign has
will happen," Corrigan said.
brought knowledge of student governHe said his post-election plans in- ment to the students."

€L€CT€D USG SENATORS
flt-lorge Representatives

A utopsyresults
si eased:
Loyola Marymount basketball star
Hank Gathers died of heart disease
and there were no traces of illegal
drugs in his system, according to
autopsy results released Thursday.
The results also showed no
medication in Gathers' system, but
more tests were being conducted to
determine for sure if ne had been
taking the prescription drug Inderal
as directed for his heart condition.
The results of those tests were
expected next week.
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BG News/Jay Murdock
Re-elected USG President Kevin Coughlin and his new Vice President Linda
Schnetzer celebrate their victory in the student government elections.

Classroom site proposed Semester
by Michelle Banks
staff writer
By October 1992, the intramural
field behind Anderson Arena may be
just a distant memory.
That field is the proposed location
for the new general purpose classroom building, for which construction
is expected to begin "at the earliest"
in October 1992, according to University President Paul Olscamp.
He said the location is the only viable place to build such a facility.
"That was the only available location within a 10-minute walk where
students could get to and from other
academic buildings in six inches of
snow," he said.
The location has not been approved
by the Board of Trustees yet, hut Ols-

camp said "the trustees are supportive of the project."
A need for additional classroom
space constitutes an intense problem
at the University, according to Olscamp.
"The University has the highest utilization of (classroom) space in the
state — it really is a terrible problem," he said.
Olscamp cited the recent mecury
spill in Overman Hall as a good
reason why more class space should
become available.

Because the additonal money was
not received from the regents, the
building will be constructed in two
stages, McGeein said.
"The first phase will be the classrooms with the second phase being
"(Because of the spill), we had to the 600-seat assembly conference
have geology classes in Prout Hall area," he said.
and the Assembly room (of McFall
Center) — both of which were not
Eighteen 40-seat classrooms, eight
equipped to handle classes," he said. 65-seat classrooms, two 50-seat class"There is no room for slack in the rooms and two 300-seat lecture halls
system."
are planned for construction.

Victim brings
ordeal public
(USA Today-CIN) — Most rape victims keep their
experience a secret and suffer in private. But an Iowa
woman has gotten dozens of letters and calls of support since she told her story very publicly in a fivepart newspaper series last week.
Nancy Ziegenmeyer, 29, a Grinnell homemaker and
mother of three, came forward after reading a Das
Afoines Register editorial.
Editor Geneva Overholser had argued that keeping
silent about the identity of rape victims — the usual
practice of newspapers — contributes to a stigma
against them.
Ziegenmeyer was in Des Moines to take a real estate
licensing exam Nov. 19,1988, when a man forced himself intoTier car and raped her.
Bobby Lee Smith, 30, of Des Moines, a convicted
felon who had done counseling for troubled youths,
was arrested a few weeks after the attack.
But the ordeal was not over for Nancy and Steve
Ziegenmeyer. She had nightmares. They shared frustration with the court system, and there were five delays in the trial date.
Now interested in victims' rights advocacy, Ziegenmeyer is pleased at the outpouring of of support,
but she believes rape victims' names should not be
publicized with out their consent.

't

The University received $9.7 million
dollars from the Board of Regents for
the building, however an additional
$2.24 million was needed to build a
600-seat confrence area, said Robert
McGeein, director of planning and
budgeting.

Pay to increase
Faculty salaries lower than other universities
If the 9.5 percent increase is granted it would
consume about $4 million
of the educational budget,
University faculty salar- said Christopher Dalton,
ies are expected to in- vice president of planning
crease again this year as a and budgeting.
"In order for salaries to
part of the third stage in a
three-year plan to make go up 9.5 percent, you'd
faculty salaries more have to have no increases
competitive with other in other areas or you have
to make reductions in
Ohio state universities.
The annual Faculty Sen- other areas," he said.
Two University budget
ate salary recommendation calls for a 9.5 committees — repreKrcent increase this year. senting faculty and stuesently, the University dents, as well as the adranks sixth among the ministration — will
eight state-supported Cat- grapple with what is desirable and what is possible,
egory 1 universities.
With an average 143,900 Dalton said.
faculty salary, the UniverAfter these committees
sity remains in the same
construct another recomposition it did a year ago.
Among the eight state- mendation. University
subsidized universities President Paul Olscamp
referred to in the Faculty will submit his educational
Senate Welfare Committee budget to the Board of
recommendation, the Unl
Trustees in May.
versity is third best for
D See Salaries, page 3.
faculty fringe benefits.
by James A. Tinker
staff writer

of senate
filled with
changes
by James A. Tinker
staff writer
A tumultuous semester for Faculty
Senate has left many changes and much
work left to complete as May commencement rapidly approaches.
Two months ago today, the senate
leaders said they nad no confidence in
University President Paul Olscamp's
management and leadership.
Faculty began taking sides either for
the administration or for Ann-Marie
Lancaster and Blaine Ritts who introduced the "no confidence" resolution
and a week later resigned as the top two
faculty representatives.
Now. the new senate chairman and
vice chairman must address charges
made against Olscamp's administration
while keeping up other pressing senate
matters.
The creation of a new faculty lecturer
position and moving toward establishing
quality University child care also demand the attention of senate and its new
leaders David Newman, chairman, and
Harold Lunde, vice chairman.
Both men have said they want to depolarize the faculty while investigating the
charges made against Olscamp's administration, including the University's financial stability, instruction of undergraduate courses, and free expression
on campus.
The Senate Executive Committee —
which establishes the senate's agenda —
was asked by the rest of the senate to
determine issues to be discussed in special meetings of the senate.
In an attempt to bring clear data to the
group, the executive committee sent out
almost 1,000 surveys to all faculty re3uesting information that would help in
eciding issues to be discussed.
D See Senate, page 3.
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Voters address
student issues
The votes are in. And the winner is ... the
student body.
During this week's USG election, 2,822 students
expressed their concern about the issues by casting
their vote for the candidates they believe will do the
job.
Some people may say "Big deal, what about the
thousands of other students who didn't vote?" Voting is a big deal. Every student who votes is one
more student who can use his or her power to better
this University.
The only way students can voice their opinions
and views about their education is by opening their
mouths — or in this case, by the use of a pen.
The fact that 700 more students voted this year
compared to last year's total is not just a product of
beautiful weather and a free drink, but the result of
the effort to make students more publicly aware.
Each presidential ticket debated the issues publicly during the campaign and continued to interact
with and talk to students until the voting booths
were closed.
Instead of being just another "administrator"
students hear about But never see, candidates went
out and got the facts from the important people
—the students themselves.
Let's hope this does not change after the election.
USG has improved its student relations and the
students have answered back — hopefully the lines
of communications will not be broken again.

Clean air costs
run both ways
\-/lean-air legislation is one of the most
important — and contentious — items on Congress'
new agenda, and it will be shameful if specialinterest groups succeed in twisting the debate into
one focused solely on the easily perceptible costs of
a tough bill.
Senate leaders have predicted a lengthy and
quarrelsome battle over the bill, and which proposes to force various industries to reduce pollution
and clean the air.
Critics of the bill have prepared a raft of amendments aimed at lowering the cost to industry and
easing the economic impact on automakers.
A representative of the American Lung Association has testified the annual health costs associated
with air pollution five years ago were estimated at
$15 billion to $40 billion. Today $40 billion is the
middle range and the amount continues to increase.
The Senate must take those figures into account
along with arguments offered by Bush and senators
from our Midwestern states — where the nation's
worst pollution-causing factories are located — that
tough clean-air legislation is too costly.
The expense engendered by forcing industries to
reduce pollution must be weighed against the expense in suffering and escalating health costs of
passing token legislation that does not sufficiently
clean the air.
Printed courtesy of the Athens Messenger.
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A lonely guy reaches out
I feel very lonely right now.
Here I sit at my computer terminal and I've realized that nobody will read what I have written for the Friday paper.
Everybody will be cruising the
highways and byways on their
way to sunny Florida or dismal
hometowns, where they will pretend they are being productive
members of society instead of
being pains in the asses of the
southern law enforcement agencies.
Either way, it doesn't matter.
Nobody will read this.
I have to stay in town and
work. I too will pretend I am a
productive member of society.
Nonetheless, I have an obligation to the First Amendment to
fill this space. And fill it with
important information I will, by
God, or my name isn't Paul J.
Olscamp.
Perhaps I should write this to
someone who will be here while
everyone else is participating in
the mass migration out of Bowling Green.
Maybe I could address it to the
just re-elected Undergraduate

Facts misrepresented
by pro-life speaker
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
remarks made by Mrs. Whatley
of the Toledo Foundation for life
reported in the BG News March
1. Mrs. Whatley, in promoting
her point of view, misrepresents
the tacts.
When personhood begins is a
theological concept and there is
no agreement.
Mrs. WhaUey states that we
need informed consent legislation. There is universal agreement that informed consent is
essential and ethics demand
that it be a part of all medical
treatment. Ohio law is very
clear that informed consent
must be given. It is now, and has
been for decades, standard medical practice under the law.
The anti-choice people call a
set of beliefs and unsubstantiated opinions that promote
their position on abortion "informed consent." The courts
have struck them down many
times over the years and as recenUy as Jan. 11 in a Pennsylvania case.
Mrs. WhaUey shows disrespect for black women when she

Student Government President
Kevin Coughlin.
Dear Kevin (or fearless
leader, as I am known to call
him ...or little fascist, as others

Market Square
Hero
by

Dennis
Robaugh
columnist
are known to call him):
Congratulations on your victory. I have a few things I would
like to point out to you.
Number one. Since you have
so many connections, how about
trying to get something done
about the state of the sidewalks
on campus? I've noticed that
quite a few cracks and bucklings

copyright 1888
Business Office
214 Wast Hal Ph: (419) 372-2601
EoHortel Office
210 West Hes Ph: (419) 372-2803

M rights reaerved
Bowing Green State University
Bowing Qreen. ONo 43403-0278
8:00 em. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday

DearB.R.:
Greetings and welcome to
Northwest Ohio. Since you have
already visited such fine rural
communities such as Sandusky
and Port Clinton and heaped
glowing praise . upon them, I
would like to invite you to Bowl-

tive test receives verbal and
written information on all options and the resources in her
local community for further
counseling, early prenatal care,
adoption and abortion. She is
urged to talk the situation over
with her parents, her partner,
her pastor and/or other people
close to her.

Mrs. Whatley's statement that
"Planned Parenthood can only
be compared to the Ku Klux
Klan as far as blacks are concerned" is odious.

The abortion clinics in this
area give quality compassionate
care. People who come to us for
health services have told us
many times that when they had
doubts, or were uncomfortable
about their abortion decision,
the clinics asked them to give
more thought to their opUons
and to come back only it they
were sure about their choice.

Planned Parenthood respects
women and men and children. It
gives complete, medically accurate information to patients no
matter what kind of exam, test
or procedure is involved. Although Planned Parenthood of
Northwest Ohio does not provide
abortions, it gives, free of
charge, almost 3,000 pregnancy
tests annually.
Every woman who has a posi-

Respond
J page regularly features
i «to wile oo * variety of toh-em aafew poHtteai ism** to
itevetotwi

Or I could write a letter to
Blade Runner, the new columnist for The (Toledo) Blade.
For those of you who have never
seen his stuff, it appears every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
in the Peach Section — that mucus-colored section of The
Blade.

says "Why is it these white people want me to have these?
(abortions). This is just another
approach toward eliminating
us." Black women, as all
women, are capable of making
their own moral and ethical decisions and do so every day.
They are not incompetents who
must be told by others what to
think, what to do and what is
best tor them. That is what the
anU-choice folks really want to
do for all women. I don't know
why Mrs. WhaUey singled out
black women. Abortion is a legal
opUon and must be legally
available regardless of financial
status or geographic locaUon.
Equality under the law is a cornerstone of democracy.

The BG New* editorial page U your
m October 1980 ITie BO Mews wss honored by the Society of Proleeelone) Joumaesn es
the Nation's Beet Dosage Defy Newspaper

in certain areas make it quite
difficult to maneuver a wheelchair about our lovely campus.
Perhaps it would be wise to
listen to the handicapped students ' concerns, Kevin.
Number two. Get cracking on
putting a student book exchange
together. No matter whose idea
it was, it's a good idea. It just
needs someone who can manage
it effectively. I have a box full of
textbooks that I need to get rid of
and I'll be damned if I'll feed
dump them off in one of the
three money pits (also known as
book stores) in this town.
Happy politicking,
Dennis

) major
i* column. The

She is also urged to think
through her situation carefully
and to weigh all the factors before coming to a decision. Mrs.
WhaUey is wrong when she says
adoption is not discussed.
Planned Parenthood gives full
and objective information so
people can make informed decisions for themselves.

Or maybe I should write a letter to the big boss man — University President Paul J. Olscamp
Dear P. J.:
I think the policy that air conditioners not be turned on until
the second week of April stinks.
If they are not turned on when
we return from break, I'm going
to take drastic action.
I WILL WALK NAKED TO
CLASS. You don't want that to
happen, now do you ?
"our pal,
Dennis
It doesn't matter. There's nobody here to read this.
Robaugh is a columnist for
The News.

non-profit organizations, they
cannot and do not profit from
abortions or any other services
they provide. As for the vast
majority of abortion clinics and
private practice physicians,
when did it become evil or
unethical or unfair or unusual
for physicians and clinics to
earn a profit? Does Mrs. Whatley object to profit in gall bladder surgeries or tonsilectomies?
There will always be diffences
of opinion on any issue. People
of good will who value diversity
and religious liberty do not promote their one point of view by
resorting to misrepresentation
and name calling.
Betty Morals
Executive Director, Planned
Parenthood

Mrs. WhaUey is right. Some
Planned Parenthoods do provide
abortions. Fifty-four out of 186
across the country do so. accounting for 5 percent of all the
abortions performed in the
United States. Since they are

an gooet columnists.
Additional optakxvs may be expressed in
letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor should be a maxiHHBnoll^lQOward.talengtnaiidslMiW
be typewritten, doableapaced. and rdgnadAddrecc or ttxatnpm mailbox number
along with JWBT telephone number for varicatioa. must be included.
Cohwme may be longer, aithroujh a
length of W6-7W5 words U preferred, these
should abo fee typewritten and doublesI

ing Green.
My close personal associate
Chuck Travis will show you the
time of your life. We'll hit the
bars, you can meet my pal
George at Pollyeye's, and we
can finish off the evening at
Howard's.
Afterwards, Chuck and I will
take you out into an alley, pummel your old butt and take your
wallet.
Regards from a fellow columnist,
Dennis

Correction
An Undergraduate Student Government candidate was incorrectiy identified as being a member of
the Army ROTC program
in Tuesday's edition.
Laura Serb is a former
member of the Air Force
ROTC. The News regrets
any inconvenience caused
by this error.

paced. Uohrerator atadents writing columns must provide class rank, major and
hometown.
Tbe News rmerres the right to reject
any
material that b offensive, rraHrfara
r
or UbeIooa. All siebmiaskns are subject to
confaonAlm
Pleaae addreaa aU sabmiaafenB to:
The BO News
n# West Hall
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School tuitions drop

Mercury
spill no
threat to
students

Colleges lower costs due to declining number of students
by Dennis Kelly
USA Today-CIN

Increases in college tuition
continue to shrink as schools
trim budgets and face declining
numbers of students, early
projections suggest
An in-house report completed
Tuesday by the American Council on Education projects 1990-91
tuition at all two- and four-year
institutions will rise 7.1 percent
from $2,830 to $3,030, according
to spokesman Dave Merkowitz.
If it holds, that would be the
lowest rate of increase in the
1980s when hikes have been running double the inflation rate at
about 10 percent.

Stanford University has announced a 5.2S percent increase
in tuition, room and board for
1990-91, the lowest increase in
the past 15 years, spokeswoman
Mary Ann Seawell said.
"I think Stanford's announcement was a real bellwether,"
ACE President Robert Atwell
said. "I think we are seeing
things beginning to moderate."
Many colleges haven't decided tuition levels yet, but
among those that have:

DThe University of Michigan
projects a 6.5 percent increase
for next year, down from 9.6
percent last year.
Washington University in St.
Louis expects a 7.8 percent hike.
Highest increase in the past decade was 11.7 percent.
Atwell said the "single most
important" pressure on colleges
is demographics — a five-year
drop in the number of 18-yearolds. But schools also face politicians trying to hold down education costs and growing
erotests from students over tulon increases.

Dlowa State University's tuition will be up 3 percent in
1990-91, smallest in a decade.
i .Princeton University's
charges will rise 6.7 percent,
down from 6.9 percent in 1989-90.

by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Students and teachers in class
in Overman Hall the day after
the building's mercury spill occurred have nothing to worry
about, according to Dr. Joshua
Kaplan, director of Health Services.
Anyone exposed to the mercury for only a few hours most
likely had no poisonous exposure, and will suffer no symptoms of toxicity, Kaplan said.
"As far as we can tell — although mercury is certainly
toxic and nothing to play around
with - it appears that nobody
was exposed to the level of mercury that can cause harm," he
said. "Really, they have no
reason to be even mildly concerned."
Symptoms which come from
short-term, high-level mercury
exposure are mainly pulmonary, such as difficulty breath-

"The market is becoming
price sensitive," Atwell said.

Sexologist visits Daytona for
'National Orgasm Week'
by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

A credentialed sex educator
wants to speak to University
students, but can not obtain
permission from campus officials.
Dr. Roger Libby, a certified
sexologist, said he asked to
speak at the University several
tunes, but has not received
much of a response from administrators.
"I think I've been trying for
five or six years," he said. "It
hasn't been an easy situation.
The response from BG has been
very conservative."
Independent from organizations, Libby said he receives a
lot of criticism because he
speaks freely about sex — something speakers with affiliations
are unable to do.
"I like that I can say what I
want and get away with it," he
said. "I'm the most liberal man

in the media with credentials
about sex."
Libby is an internationally
recognized sex educator and
researcher who has been on

National Orgasm Week, which
begins March 18, is one of the activities for which Libby is best
known.
In recognition of the event, Libby suggests several activities:
"I encourage people to have
orgasms by themselves, with
other people or both." he said.
"They should also have open
discussions about sex."
Libby spends his Spring Break
in Daytona, Fla., handing out
latex condoms and pins saying
"I Came for National Orgasm
Week," and "Just Say Yes to
Safe Sex."

"I like that I can say
what I want and get
away with it. I'm
the most liberal
man in the media
with credentials
about sex."
-Dr. Roger Libby,
Certified Sexologist

The purpose of National Orgasm Week is to try to raise the
consciousness of America that
sex does not have to be a problem, he said.

several television and radio
programs, including Oprah Winfrey and CNN News Night. He
also speaks at several universities nationally each year.

The idea for National Orgasm
Week "somehow came out of my
head," he said. "Weeks like
National Condom Week sound so
boring."

which comprise 92 percent of the
educational budget.
As a result tuition costs may
increase again, but it is illegal to
raise undergraduate instructional fees more than six percent

in one year, Dalton said.
The University's rankings of
faculty salaries in comparison
to Akron University, Cincinnati
University, Kent State, Miami
University, Ohio University,

Salaries
G Continued from page 1.
Funds for any salary increases will come from state
subsidies and instructional fees,

/&&%

Tk

Jne student and one staff
member who were in the building Feb. 23, the day after the
spill occurred, spent between 16
and 20 hours in the building, Kaplan said.

INSIDE ONLY —

Monday 11'til 9
Small Cheese
Pizza

Kreischer cafeteria employee Russ Kahler cleans a deep fryer on
the loading dock Wednesday evening. The fryers are cleaned once
or twice a week, depending on how much they are used.

Senate

O Continued from page 1.
Information from department
chairs and directors also is being sought so the senate can gain
insight regarding part-time
Ohio State and Toledo University are:
DProfessor: sixth place out of
eight,
a Associate professor: fourth

35?-757i
- Intld* 1 Pleln* Only —-

Tuesday 11'til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord

Wednesday 1119
Spaghetti
Dinner

Sattd. Sow ft lo. CiMfli

PltM 1 Tnp To SoM B*r

'4.50

BG News/Jay Murdock

Clean Act

352-757,

INSIDE ONLY

L '3.00 -

_ Inside 1 Pickup Only ■

Thursday 11'til 9
Lasagna
Dinner

•
SPECIAL PRICES FOR ALL
BG STAFF AND FACULTY

Ballas Toyota

1377 CONANT STREET ■ MAUMEE ■ 893 5000
Just 1 Mil. South Of Southwych. Wh.r. Roynotd* Turns Into Conanl

A!

SALES: Mon I Thurs til 9PM • Tues. Wed. Fri. Sat til 6PM
SERVICE: Mon tnru Fh 7AM-6PM » Saturday 7:30AM-5PM

♦
♦

V

*$S!t\

352-757.

c*-°

Saturday 11 'til 9
Mini Reg. Sub
& Cup Ot Soup

•3.75

'3.50

Is
Friday, March 9, 4 p.m.
Due to Spring Break

Solod. Soup 4 loo Crown

•4.50

ACTMTWS

<

Depart from Bowling Green at 4:30 p.m. from the
Union Oval. Return after game.
Price: $19 (covers ticket and transportation)
Sign up in the UAOoffIce
(3rd floor Union) by April 6.

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

The BG News

Smorgasbord

Basketball Game
on
Friday, April 6. 1990

FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
BIRCHWOOD PLACE
HOUSES

The Deadline for the
TUESDAY, MARCH 27th ISSUE of

Sunday 11'til 9
Pizza

Cleveland Cavs
vs.
Boston Celtics

SUMMER LEASING

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS
Display & Classified:

PASTA%

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO IIAO

|i##*wrrv

Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

L

— INSIDE ONLY —

Friday 11'til Gone]
Roast Beef
Platter

Phone 352-9378

♦
♦
♦

Both have been tested and
their blood levels showed toxicity levels were below the risk
level, he said. One of the tests
showed no exposure at all, he
said.

"This is real good news," Kaplan said. "If there were no
pulmonary symptoms after being exposed for one day, there
was no high exposure."
staffing and operating budgets.
The April 17 on-call meeting
"We were really lucky on this
will probably be used as well in one, considering mercury is a
attempt to ease tensions and an- fairly toxic chemical," he said.
swer questions before the sumKaplan said students and facmer.
ulty will not suffer from other
symptoms, which come after
place out of eight,
prolonged exposure to mercury
CAssistant professor: fifth and include neurological sympplace out of eight,
toms such as insomnia, nerand impaired judgeInstructor: eighth place out vousness
ment.
of eight.

L '3.25

ATTENTION GRADUATES ♦
Investigate the many advantages
♦ Preferred Properties
of our college graduate program

S

PiNMKMIWMgan.aAinlmrWIolll.M'WC.MnK.IONm.M luft)

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

B.G.S.U. HOCKEY
BANQUET
SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1990
5:45 P.M. Social

7:15 P.M. Dinner

UNIVERSITY UNION
GRAND BALLROOM
Sponsor Table $140/8 per table
Sponsor-A-Player $20
Individual Tickets $15
Contacts For Sponsors:
Steve Keys 655-3575

Cheryl Slater 354-1535

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
BGSCI Ice Arena
Falcon House
Skate Shop
123 S. Main
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Cedar Point Park offers jobs Program helps
Summer employment offers residence housing, promotion for workers
by Emily Schroeder
staff writer

For some students, Cedar
Point is no longer just an
amusement park, but an opportunity for summer employment.
Hundreds of college students
from across the country travel
to Sanduskv, 0., to live and work
on the park grounds each summer. Students have their choice
of more than 100 different types
of jobs and, for a payroll deduction of less than $20 a week,
dormitory-style housing is also
provided.
According to Melinda Huntley, public relations coordinator, the majority of Cedar
Point employees are college
students attracted to the lifestyle and the environment the
parkprovides.
"There's something to do almost every night including employee parties, intramural
games and boat rides on the

lake," Huntley said.
Liann Schick.a junior, is planning to return to Cedar Point for
her third summer of employment. She values the experience
of working there, but wishes the
management would be more receptive
to employees.
r
'The management resents
people questioning their authority, even if you're only trying to
do some good or help someone
out," Schick said.
But these qualms are not
enough to keep tier from returning as she said some of the best
times of her ufe were while
working at the park.
"There will always be situations where there are complaints," Huntley said. "We deal
with this by providing an employee adviser board where employees can meet with managers who will listen and deal
with problems and complaints."
The return rate of employees
is high and, according to Hunt-

ley, many friendships and marriages have been formed by
park employees.
"Sixty percent of the full-time
staff originated as seasonals —
even the current president of the
park once worked out in the
park," Huntley said. She added
there is great opportunity for
promotion, especially in management and supervisory positions.
Sophomore Christine Wing
will be working at the park for
the first time this summer and
said she looks upon it as an adventure.
Wing said she has heard both
positive and negative things
about working there, but the
good seems to outweigh the bad.
"I don't have any friends who
work there now, but I have
heard that you become close
friends with the people you work
with," Wing said.
She said she plans to live in the
housing provided and is not worried about the close quarters or

roommates because she now
lives in a residence hall under
similar conditions.
"I look at it as being an opportunity to be on my own, with my
own responsibilities, managing
my own money," Wing said.
In addition to the good things
Wing has heard about working
for the park, she said she looks
forward to the benefits offered
to park employees.
These include free employee
movies, aerobic classes, miniature golf, intramural activities, excursions to the Lake Erie
Islands and employee "ride
nights." For employees working
at least 28 days, four free admission tickets are offered for
friends and family.
Employees are guaranteed a
48-hour work week at the starting wage of $3.80 per hour. For
those who fulfull their employment agreement, there Is a
bonus of 45 cents per hour. Employees are needed April 1
through mid-October.

better teaching
by Lori Miller
staff writer

This summer, with the help of a University grant, teachers
will become students again.
The University received a $440,512 grant from the National
Science Foundation for a program "designed to (help) teachers improve their knowledge of marine science," said Cindy
Stong-Groat, director of the University's Marine Laboratory.
Last year, 40 teachers participated and 40 new teachers are
involved for this year's program, she said.
The teachers are required to take classes at the University In
subjects like oceanography and tending to fresh and saltwater
aquariums, Stong-Groat said.
They will also attend two field trips during the summer going
to Lake Erie and Florida and bring back samples of the ocean
life to fit them into their individual curriculums, she said.
One of the teachers enrolled in last year's program said it
was very helpful and enjoyable for her students.
"(The program) gave me a lot of background knowledge in
marine biology," said Sharon Daniels, second-grade teacher at
Kenwood Elementary.
"(The samples) added a lot of excitement to the classroom,"
she said. "The kids have been really excited about it."
The idea originated when Stong-Groat was on sabbatical and
realized how much she gained from learning new things even
after studying the ocean tor several years.
"If I benefited from my new experience I thought others
would too," she said.

Courses denied Program
Device developed to
on Amish
to
jailed
convict
reveal radar detectors
cooking
Technisonic, a small, privately held electronics
firm in Ontario.
Robert Riel, vice president of sales for Technisonic, said Ontario police have seized more than
Fuzzbusters are getting busted in Ontario. Can- 3,000 detectors since it put 25 of the devices in paada, with increasing regularity by a new device trol cars last summer.
"They're confiscating about one per hour when
employed by provincial police.
Radar detectors, used to monitor police radar, the device is in use," he said. But he and radar deare illegal in Ontario. Since last summer. Ontario tector manufacturers don't think the VG-2 will
police have been using a device called the Inter- have much impact on sales of radar detectors.
"This is really a super-niche," Riel said, noting
ceptor VG-2 to nab motorists using radar deradar detectors are illegal in five of the 10 Canatectors.
"We're quite pleased with the operation of the dian provinces.
device," said Inspector Bill Wicklund of the provAs for the United States — where only Connectiincial police.
cut, Virginia and Washington, D.C., ban radar deMotorists found guilty of using radar detectors tectors — he said, "there will probably never be a
in Ontario face fines starting at $50 and seizure of market."
their detectors, Wicklund said. But with U.S. moRadar detector users have a strong lobby, and
torists, who might be unaware of Ontario's rules,
"we naturally fry to give them consideration," he U.S. citizens have a much more free-wheeling attitude
toward public access to the airwaves, he said.
said.
In the United States, public access to monitor the
Nicknamed fuzzbuster busters, or radar de- airwaves is specifically guaranteed by the Federal
tector detectors, the devices were developed by Communications Act of 1934.
by Mide Boyer
USAToday-CIN
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FALCON

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

•NO
SERVICE
ON
SUNDAY

University Village
SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE
are now renting
apartments that feature
9-month and 12-month leases
One and two bedroom apartments
Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

(419) 352-0164

LEXINGTON. Ky. - Dwight
Allen is a persistent felon and
honors student.
But whether Allen will graduate from the University of Kentucky is in doubt because prison
officials can no longer afford to
drive the political science major
to campus and back — 10 miles
each way — every day.
Allen, 38, filed a grievance to
fight the decision. He has served
10 years of a 31-year sentence
for checking and credit card
scams and will be eligible for
parole next year.
Attending college "is the
greatest thing that ever happened to me in my whole life,"
said Allen, who is 40 credit hours
away from graduation. "There
has been no one in my family
that has ever graduated from
college."
Warden Ralph Evitts said Allen is an "ideal inmate," but he
is the only participant in a program that has been canceled.
Evitts said Allen and other inmates can work on degrees by
taking correspondence and individual study courses from two
other Kentucky colleges.
Neither school offers the honors program or upper-level
classes he is taking at Kentucky,
Allen said. He could finish his
e», m * *

degree at Kentucky after he is
paroled, but he says he does not
want to wait that long.
Now, Allen arrives on campus
between 6:30 and 8 a.m., attends
classes, studies in the honors
lounge and returns to prison at S
p.m. He is treated like any other
student; no professors check to
make sure he attends classes.
And with his wardrobe of sweatsuit, baseball cap and duffle
bag, Allen fits in on campus.

by Daron McDonald
reporter

"Amish Cooking from Quilt
Country," a new television show
produced by WBGU-TV has become the most popular how-todo program on PBS.
Paula Davis, information diAllen, who dropped out of rector for WBGU-TV, described
school, earned an equivalent it as a "13-part series of halfhigh school diploma and junior hour shows combining Amish
college degree while in a state and Mennonite cooking along
reformatory. He then trans- with looks of cultural aspects.
ferred to the minimum security
"It goes beyond how-to shows
Srison where he now is held so by putting foods in context of
e could attend classes at the specific areas," she said.
University of Kentucky.
The show is derived from host
He said he intends to go to law Marsha Adam's book "Cooking
school at Kentucky. If he has his from Quilt Country." which disdegree when he comes up for cusses nearly 50 of the nearly 200
parole next year, it will be ea- recipes presented in the book.
sier to find a job and attend law Some of the recipes televised inschool, he said.
clude maple baked ham, tomato
Earning his degree while in fritters, buttermilk pie, jellied
prison can send a message to chicken and swiss meat loaf.
Coung people that it is possible
"In each show, Marsha shows
> "rise above their situations," off or describes a quilt or toy
he said.
from Ohio's or Indiana's Amish
He said he would like to finish country," Davis said.
law school and "go back into the
"Amish Cooking from Quilt
community. I want to help indi- Country" currently is being
viduals that fell through the shown on 232 PBS stations in 48
cracks. I want to go back into states including Washington,
the community and work with D.C., and in the top 30 markets
the youth... because kids can be in the country," Davis said.
salvaged."
Villamor Cruz, junior RTVF
major who operated the boom
i camera on the show, said the
"videotaping was done in actual
Amish towns and it was very
rare to get someone on camera
because the Amish people "believed that the camera will take
their spirits away."
Cruz said the reason the show
is so successful is "curiosity.
They are secretive about their
ways and they have firm beliefs
— people want to find out about
the foods they eat."

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green

UniGraphics
Serving your total graphic design and typesetting needs.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

• Resumes

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
• Graphic Design Consultation

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures

(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

• Black S White PMTs, Halftones. Reversals, Film Positives
• Word Processing Disks Converted for Typeset-quality Output

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

• LaserWriter Output from Macintosh" Disks

Barbara Virostek, senior
RTVF major who also operated
a camera and did post production work, said she is "really
proud to have it distributed
nationally."

LAS VEGAS,
NEVADA (Clark
County School
District) projects 77
new schools for the
90s! Recruiters will
be at your
scheduled
TEACHER
FAIR on April 2.
Literature and
applications are in
your Placement
Office. SEE YOU
AT THE FAIRIIIIIII

• PC / Macintosh" File Conversion
• Full Laser Imageserting Services
• Full Typesetting Services

•■ —

released

Give
another birthday.
Give blood

&

University Courts Apts.
•
•
•
•
•

by Jay Blanton
USAToday-CIN
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Co* us for further Information

211 West Holl

372-7418

We're an EEO/AA
Employer.
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Falcons struck with 'deja viT
by Mike Drabeiutott

sports writer

If history repeats itself, as
professors are fond of saying,
the hockey team's winless
weekend at the Central Collegiate Hockey Association
Championships might have been
a blessing in disguise.
As BG prepares for its
first-round
NCAA Tournament matchup at Maine,
which begins
tonight, recent
events have
distinctly paralleled those
which oc- Blake
curred during the national
championship season of 1984.
For instance:
Din 1984, the Falcons lost both
CCHA Championship games at
Joe Louis Arena, but like this
season, managed to make the
national playoffs with an atlarge bid.
Six years ago in the national
tournament, BG was a low seed
in the West playing a high seed
(Boston University) in the East.
This season, BG is the West's

sixth seed and Maine the East's
third.
DDuring the second half of the
1984 season, the Falcons were
paced by a freshman goaltender, Gary Kruzich. Likewise,
rookie Angelo Libertucci has
helped leadthe 1990 Falcons into
the tournament.
Perhaps Rod Sterling should
greet BG in Orono, Maine, and
welcome it with eerie "do-do-dodo, do-do-do-do" music in the
background.
Nonetheless, it was "Taps"
most Falcons heard after their
CCHA Championship losses — it
was next-to certain BG would
not gain a national tournament
berth. But given new life, the reinspired Falcons enter the best
two-of-three series against the
Black Bears with last weekend's
downfalls behind them.
"It's been an emotional roller
coaster ride the last three
days," co-captain Kevin Dahl
said. "After the lull of losing in
the tournament, we're on an
extra high because we are reincarnated.
"It's just like March Madness
in basketball — we have nothing
to lose. You aren't uptight, you
iust go out and knock on a tew
teams."
MU is not a team which vou

nonchalantly knock off,
however. The Black Bears, who
ironically knocked BG out of the
1988 national tournament,
boasts a 31-9-2 regular-season
record, including a 7-4 win at
home over BG in the Dexter
Shoe Classic.
Yet playing MU once already
this season has helped the Falcons (25-15-2) prepare for the
weekend, BG coach Jerry York
said.
"I'm glad we had the firsthand experience (playing them
already)," he said. "They're
certainly an outstanding team,
but we know what to expect.''
And the Falcons will expect
defense — lots of it. Maine set a
Hockey East record allowing
only 2.71 goals a game. Stalwart
goaltenders Scott King (16-6-2,
2.61) and Matt DelGuidice (15-3,
3.02) have been two of the
reasons, as well as a talented defensive corps.
"(The defensemen) are big
and and mobile," Falcon defenseman Rob Blake said.
"They play defense to create
offense off of it."
Black Bear underclassmen
often receive the majority of
such opportunities — 82 percent
of MlTs goals were scored by
freshmen and sophomores.

Leading the way are Jean-Yves
Roy (36 goals, 23 assists for 59
points) and Jim Montgomery
(22-33-55).
Meanwhile, the Falcons will
look to re-establish the CCHA's
best power play, which was
dormant during the tournament.
Nelson Emerson and Rob Blake,
BG's two slap-shot artists from
the point, will capture the attention of the Black Bears' penalty
killing unit.
Also, avoiding penalties will
keep the BG's man-advantage
team off this ice, MU head coach
Shawn Walsh said.
"Unless we can hijack the
Blane Nelson Emerson and Rob
lake are on, we will have to
stay out of the penalty box."
Walsh said. "Those are our only
two options."
D D D
TOURNEY NOTES: The winner of the BG-MU series plays at
Wisconsin (32-9-1) next weekend... BG's Matt Ruchty, who
served a one-game suspension
for a post-game scuffle against
Lake Superior in the CCHA semi-final, will make the trip to
Orono... MU coach Walsh is the
son-in-law of Michigan State
coach Ron Mason... BG is 1-2
overall against MU, with all
games during the 1987-88 season.

Tennis teams look Gymnasts prepare
for important week
for success, sun
in South Carolina
by Jamie Joss
sports writer

The men's and women's tennis teams are hoping that the sun of
south will warm up their play and put together strings of victories.
The men are headed for Hilton Head Island, S.C. where they will
play from March 17-23. Iowa State, Cornell, Butler, Bradley, Howard, and Oregon are the opponents on the slate.
ISU has a record of 4-3 and is projected to finish in the upper half of
the Big Eight Conference.
Ivy league CU has undefeated record 3-0 and boasts talented HI
singles player Rob Bernstein, who reached the semi-finals of the
U.S. National Amateur Tennis Tournament last year.
Bradley is 7-7 and their #1 singles player Mike Berwald is 13-1.
HU represents the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference.
PAC-10 participant OU and has a record of 2-11 and plays in the
Northern Division that includes Washington and Washington State.
"It would be great to go 4-2 but we would be pleased to go 3-3,"
Coach Gene Orlando said.
The women are also heading to Hilton Head from March 18-23.
Elon, DePaul, Baptist College, Kalamazoo, Cornell, and Dennison
will also participate.
Coach Sheila Chiricosta gave brief comments on the upcoming opponents. "Elon College is a small school in North Carolina and Depaul isn't a real strong team," she said.
"Baptist College is a team that we have beaten before but Cornell
should be an even match.
"Kalamazoo and Dennison are both nationally ranked division
three schools," Chiricosta said.
Chiricosta won't be able to coach the matches due to personal
reasons. Orlando will be coaching the team through the spring trip.
The women netters will be without the services of Kelly King who
will be out for the rest of the season due to a knee injury.
Therefore, Robyn Monn will move up to the fifth singles spot and
Sara Emden will make her first start of the year at the sixth singles
spot.
"We expect to go 6-0 on this trip, providing the new kids fill in,"
Chiricosta said.

The women's gymnastics team will get busy during spring break,
competing in a dual meet as well as the Mid-American Conference
championships.
The Falcons will face Western Michigan this weekend, and then
travel to Ball State for the MAC Championships a week later.
Head coach Charles Simpson said the team is well prepared for
their final two obstacles. And doing well at the MAC'S could mean a
snot at the NCAA regional championship.
"People are not going to remember our success during the season,
they are going to remember what we do in the MAC'S," Simpson
said. "We want to generate some high scores, so we have a better
chance of continuing our season."
Injuries have hampered the Falcons of late, but after taking a
week off from the schedule, Julie Zickes and Meg Griffin will be
ready to go.
"We definitely have a team that can get some high scores," Zickes
said. "Our team this year is much more stronger physically and we
have a better chance to do well in the MAC'S than we did last year.''
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Cagers open NIT
with Cincinnati
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Before television dollars and cents made the NCAA Tournament into the "Big Dance," the National Invitation Tournament was the most prestigious post-season tourney in the country.
Currently, the NIT fields the top 32 teams leftover after the
64 NCAA squads are selected.
Two teams — Bowling Green and Cincinnati — who had
seasons worthy of NCAA bids, meet at 8:05 p.m. today in the
first round of the NIT at Cincinnati's Shoemaker Center.
However, both teams are quite happy to be playing in the
NIT rather than sitting at home waiting tor next season.
"We're excited to be playing," Bearcats head coach Bob
Huggins said.
Jim Larranaga, BG's head coach, said, "The players are excited. We're excited to get a bid to the NTT. We've worked hard
and earned a post-season bid.
"I would have been disappointed had we not gotten in."
Despite strong regular seasons, neither squad finished that
way.
The Falcons lost their last two — at Kent State in the regularseason finale and then to Eastern Michigan in the first round of
the Mid-American Conference Tournament.
Cincinnati, on the other hand, dropped two of its final three
contests. The Bearcats lost at home to Louisville in their last
regular-season game. They then defeated Florida State in the
first round of the Metro Tournament before bowing to Southern
Mississippi in the semi-final of the Metro.
"I don't think that will affect us at all," Huggins said of his
team's finish. "I think our players will bounce back."
The Bearcats (19-13) finished second in the Metro. They are
led by All-Metro forward Louis Banks, a 6-foot-5 junior who
averaged 17.9 points and 6.9 rebounds a game.
In the last three games, though, Banks has been in a scoring
drought. He's averaged just 8.5 ppg in those contests. During
that time, he's made only nine-of-34 shots from the field for 26.5
percent. Banks shot 45 percent from the floor for the year.
"Sometimes he tries too hard instead of just relaxing and
playing," said Huggins, adding Banks has a broken left (nonshooting) hand. "I think he'll be OK."
Backing Banks in the starting lineup is 6-5 guard Andre Tate
(16.9 ppg), 6-5 forward Levertis Robinson (13.5), 6-7 center
Keith Starks (11.3) and 6-2 point guard Steve Sanders (7.0 ppg).
"They have a terrific team,' Larranaga said. "They beat
some good teams in Louisville, Memphis State, South Carolina
and Florida State. That's tough competition."
"We'll nave to play well."
Playing well normally means good balance for the Falcons
(18-10).
Point guard Clinton Venable paces the squad at 17.2 ppg.
Guard Buly Johnson (11.9 ppg) and forwards Joe Moore (11.8)
and Steve Watson (11.0) back him. Ed Colbert (6.6 ppg) starts
at center.
Huggins, who is in his first year at Cincinnati, said a key for
his team will be to stop the Falcons from getting a lot of transition baskets.
"You can't let down on them. We don't want to give them
easy baskets on the break," he said.

=CHARLESTOWl\F
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1990 and 1990-91 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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Greenbriar Inc.

classifieds
Kontixky friod Chkktn introduces
new Hot Wings . Th+t* spky, zesty
wings ore the latest taste sensation
from mm Colon*!. Use the coupons
below to fry mot* delicious,
new wings today.

Hie will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin. 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 dough St.
• 334 N. Main St. Theta Chi House; 3 Bedroom

THE CHANCE YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR IS HEREI
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• Campbell Hill Apartments-2 & 3 Bedrooms
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Faculty Course Evaluation
Booklet Surveys Have
Been Distributed
Please take the time to fill these
surveys out. Any course from any
college can be evaluated!
Surveys due in
405 Student Services
by Friday, March 16,1990

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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6 Piece
HOT WINGS

$189

Coll or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses
6 Piece
Hot Wing Meal
Mashed Potatoes.
Slaw. 8 Biscuit

$ 89

2
fti "*"~

ftj

18 Piece HOT
WING Bucket

352-0717

«4 99
ft

The 6 piece meal featured in yesterday's BG News
is for Hot Wings only.

224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F
Sat.

9a.m.-5p.m.
9a.m.-lp.m.
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THE BG MEWS

CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS

kikweated In bWig •
WOULD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
App. sa*ehlsat4Q3SouthH*lon:
March 26 29 30 a Apr! 2.3.4
D«m Apnia
Electlonday Aprl16
IVkxeirwo Contact Peggy at 353-1952
RUN FOR THE EARTH
April 22 1990
" 5K run * T ■ shirts w. entry * prize* *
Fl*g»t*r today! Forme at 124 Hayes
Cal Chris si 372-8909 tor mar* Into
m coMDrelion of Earth Day
To GINNY SHOOB KATE ADAMS. FAV MOROAN. SANOEE STANORFT. CHERYL BARRON. STEPHANIE LYNCH end every person
sod organization who supported and pertlci»M in TAKE BACK THEWGHT
Thank you
From Woman lor Woman

•HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT MAJORS'
Become a laadar-Ba an ontoar
Af under deasmen entitled to run
E lections tor Hcepssety Menegement Society
Omcers-Wed March 26*1-7.30
Mora Intorrnaoon-Saa Mslsis Bandy BA 399

00 JAMMrN' IN JAMAICA
MARCH16-25TH
Cempmg:»30»-Luiury Villas:«55«
Special Ratee tor 0roupe|4 or more)
DISCOUNTS ■ DISCOUNTS

•KD-JAIL N BAIL" KD •
WeytogoSkjEpa
tor winning Spelt Award
•slJsHn-B«|i-

OET READY FOR SPBBIQ BREAK
15S offalnonpreecrlptloneungasaaae
at Dra. Beano a Archer, tic
1022N Proepect
Serengeti • Poracha
Ray Ban • Vuamat
Can-era * Ftoureocanfa

-

•PhlMu • PhlMu
Congratulations Carolyn Whaety tor being chr>
sen as Phi Mu Beta Queen Oat paychedl"
•PtuMu'PhlMu*
•PNMu'PIHMu*
The Sisters of Phi Mu would ske to congrslulete
Ann Margaret Marszel tor being chosen Phi Mu
Of the week Congratulations Arm Mar. you're
dong an awoeome |ob!l
•PNMu •PhlMu •

Hey Ladleel Are you Bred of trying to shave In
the shower? Need to get rid of those heiry legs
tor Spring Break? We*. I have the anewer tor
YOUi You can buy my Eplady (onty used
onool) tor $30! Price negotieble! Cal Tracy at
372-4128
JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA

ALPHA PHI • PIKE
Let s KICK some butt St the
Ptke KICKbal Toumemenl
Yom Coaches.
John a Jay
ALPHA PHI • PIKE

1/2 THE SS2X THE FUN

JAMMHI' IN JAMAICA

AJPHA PHI • PIKE
Let a KICK some butt at the
Pike KICKbal Tournament
YourCoachee.
John*. Jay
AIPHA PHI * PIKE

A TO Z DATA CENTER * 362-6042
Comctala Packaging Naada. UPS. Federal
Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX, copies

"Spring Training Camp 'SO"
The Mekx Leaguee ere out,
The SAE'S ere ml II
So grab s date and be St the house by
7:10 Friday
SAESAESAESAE

SAESAESAESAE
"Serins Training Camp 'SO"
The Mekx Leagues sra out,
THE SAE'S are mill
So grab a date end be at the hou a* by
7:10 Friday
SAESAESAESAE

SAESAESAESAE
"Spring Training Camp 'SO"
The Me for Leagues s re out
THE SAE'S are in!!!
So grab a date and be at the hou aa by
7:30 Frtdey
SAESAESAESAE

CALL: 363-TOUn 361 MIT

SERVICES OFFERED

We don't eel you a «ckat and forget you
WE 00 WITH YOU
HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN

SEANH.
To en eweeome guy end greet Inend too.
who learned to drive a stck in my black
MR2 CongrataonL A I me» your alnglng
si my car Onty 39 mor* days IB graduation
-e*e you there!1
Lov*yal
Klmborfy

CALL: 35.3-TOUR-353-es»7
LSAT-GMAT-GRE-MCAT-FMOEMS
Kaplan Educational Center
Srnelc
Home Study Materiela
Teet-n-Tape Library
Take Kaplan or take your chances'
Classes Forming Now 636-3701
Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns'
Cat BO PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354-HOPE
For Into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services
Typing 1 35 par page 354-0371
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable raksa with accuracy.
Can 352-3987 from BAM to 9PM
WORD PROCESSING
$1 25/pege
Karen 874-1573 Perrysburg

PERSONALS

SORORITY

FALL RUSH INFORMATION
NIGHT
March 21*21
9:16 Union Town Suite
For more sitormatlon can
Ann Brogan at 372-2534

DEADLINE:

Are you hungry?
H ao eat free. Buy a McDonald's coupon book
with eight Irs* coupons from any A.M.A
member tor lust $2. Any questions, contact
Shelly 364-7927
AXO Linda Itinerary' Plea AXO
3/16U 2:06 36pm Leave tor Florida
Get tan. relax, and enjoy
3/23 3.39pm leave for home
Stay tuned tor schedule change
D Man Jeff. Julie
BREAK your smoking habttll
"FRESH START" classes can heap you quit.
alerting March 2*. Call "The WELL" tor more
lntormatlon-372-e303 A program ol the Student Heelth Service
Catherine. Trine. Heather. Trtah. Kathy
Today's the day gang" 6:40 our Plane leavee
tor Detroit then its on to OlegoU Get ready lor
the beat spring break ever
■Kriata
pa. Stacey. it's not going to be the same without you • honeal! Have tun in BG
Cheeeebslle:
Oamme Phi Leeny McNeeley
AOTT Tattoo Maneege
AXO Magoo Stockier
PI Phi Stephlo Peterson
Dee Zee BJ Qroth
Oet psyched to be roomlea next year!
Let the party begin!
Loveya-Andl

KENT THOMAS BURKHART
We've had some bad times and LOTS ol good
time*, but stick with me because II LOVE YOU
FOREVERI
Your favorite BratMendl
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Excellence In Academics end
Excellence over sill You guys
are the BESTI
Alpha Lose-healher
Make a "FRESH START"
FREE Smoking Cessation classes begin attar
Spring Break!!!
Call'The WELL "NOW SI 372-6303
A Program ol the Student Heelth Service

Skjme Nu - DZ
Congratulations Steve Meyer on your recent laveering to Wittenberg DZ Dee Van Brack*).
Sigma Nu • DZ
Sigma Nu DZ
Congrarulationa to Don Bizzarro and Measaa
Dyer on the* ajvaaertng.

Skjma Nu-DZ
Take a BREAK from smoking
FREE classes to help you quN. begin after
Spring Break!
Call "The WELL" today at 3724103
A Program ol th* Student Health Service
THE PICTURE PLACE
FREE DOUBLES ARE COMING
AFTER SPRING BREAK!

MIFCAMAPCA
Let a gat rid olth* baggage

Chooae Adoption Emotlonaly «
y secure couple wishes to adopt infant
chad Cal Lou Ann 419-382-1060
When is the Greek CARE. Fek?
Apr! 8th In City Park
1:00 to 5:00pm
Be There!

HEY tar
GOOO LUCK THIS WEEKENO AT THE JOE"
MATT"

The BG News "

Sigma Nu • SkjmaNu
Congrata to Scott and Duncan for winning AlCampua. Al-Greek Doubles raquetbal Good
(Ob Gentlemen!
SkjmaNu* SkjmaNu

CAPTURE THE MOMENT
SPRING BREAK FILM SALE
PICTURE PLACE UNION

PI Omega PI
National Buemeee Education Honor Society
Welcomes Its neweat Initiate:
Amy Young

ENLARGE ITII
16X7 FOR 13
To th* Grad Student wearing the navy sweatshirt and boxer ahorta with hearts on them-your
classic aerobic outfit. We should do boating on
the R*c Center pond Perhaps w*'l talk again
next Tuesday Sorry we didn't otficialy meet
laet Tuesday
From an aajmnl Rec Center basketball player

Classified Information

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
1' or 2" ads

per ad ars 70* per line $2.10 minimum
55* extra per ed tor boM fsce
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

PREPAYMENT:

* required lor al non-university related Businesses and Indrvidueis

1 ■ (8 In* maximum)
2" (16 In* maximum)

$6.25 p*r Inaemon
$12.45 per meertlon

Th» BQ N*w» wiH not be responsible lor error due (o aaglbtty or incornptets Wormatton. Please come to 214
West HaN irnmedlatiey H there is an error In your ad. The 90 Newt wd no* be responsible for typographies.
errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions.
The BQ Mews reserves the right to release the names of individuala who place advertising in The 00 News
The decision on whether to release this information anal be made by the management of Tho BQ News. The
purpose of this poacy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to inrjryiduals or organizations. Cases of Ifaud can be prosecuted

1 non smoking female to sublease 4th St apt.
lor summer $117 a month S unities Cal
353-9338. ssk tor Kely
2 female roomrnatea needed Fall-Haven House
Col soon! People 372-4492 Atmee 372 1086
2 rxxh-amordng rairassa tor 4th St. Apt. for n*xt
semester school yr $120 a month pkie utlttee
Cal 353-9338. aak tor Kety
HELP! Female roommate needed for 1990-91
Apt. on4thstreet Cal Carolyn at372-1029
HELP: I n**d 1 fml to lubkaaaa apartment tor
summer with 3 other fires. Vary close a nice,
also cheap ($103 76 paj* dap plus ease)
354-7925. eve*, leeve n
Need 1 femele to aubkaeae house from May to
August '90 Own room. $95 par month. Contact Terry « (216) 345 6546 CALL COLLECT.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (print)
ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

HELP WANTED
-- TEMPORARY HELP WANTED WORK THROUGH SPflsNQ BREAK
WORK 20.30. 40 PLUS HOURS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK AND EVENINGS
RATE OF WAGE IS $3 35
PLANT LOCATION IS ONLY 2 BLOCKS
FROM BGSU CAMPUS
CALL THE OFFICE AT 364-2844 OR
PICK UP APPLICATION AT
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. »*C.
426 CLOUGH STREET.
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO
250 COUNSELORS snd matructora needed!
Prtvete. coed, eummer camp In Focono
Mountalna Northeastern Pennsyhrsnla. LoMkan. PO Box 234BG. Kenllworth, NJ 07011
(201)27e-09«l
A $23,000 a year k* paja benefits u S Mel
lob*, your area. Anyone can ouelfy (219)
636 3434 ext 1408 Cal 7 day*. 8:00 am k 8:00 pm.
A FREE GIFT FOR JUST CALLING. PLUS UP
TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, frets, end sororillee needed tor
marketing protect on campua For dot*** paja
your FREE GIFT. Group officers call
1-600-705-8472 Ext 60
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Manpower is looking for students Interested In
earning great pay-plus commission We orler
fleikxe hours a valuable training a buameaa experience plus free use of e personal computer
If you are a ful-trme student freshman or above
with al leeet a B average 6 are computer fern-iar. Manpower needs you aa a coeegkete rep to
promote th* sales of the IBM Personal
System- 2 on campua.

'87 1/2 two toned elver CRX-HF me* 56
MPG AM/FM stereo caeaefle. AC $6,900.
Ol after 6 30 at 353-5370

FOR RENT
• •SiVRENTALS" ■
I » 2 bdrm apts aval.
9 5 12 mo leases Cal 352-7454
1 bdrm ept tor Grad Students
avalapte 287 3896

PHONE #

(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

i. Our summer. Furry
Needed 2 I.
• aubk»
uM. pd except alec Cheep!
rum. aet.
3535736 tk

12 month leeaee avakeble Mey 15. 1990
609 5th St - 2 BR house $450. plus utl
2621/2Troup-2BR apt $360 plus utl
424 1/2 S. Summit efflc apt $19600 pkia

Mat
Steve Smith 352-8917
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
SLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL
CALL TOM 152-4671 DAYS OR 152-1600 EVE
SWKBfeM.
4 bdrm. hou**. Large svtng room. Cloea to
campua
Available Summer and Fall.
352-5475
4 Bedroom. 2 ful both, furnished apt for summer Half block from campua, your own yard.
CM 352-2292
5 bdrm 8-peraon house 12 month I
'90-M*y'91 Cal352 1584.9 5

Apts. for 1990-91 academic yeer

For experience thst peys call today

Located on Third Street
Fully furnished-Air Conditioned
2 bedroom at $660 00 end....
1 bedroom at $400 00 per month
Owner pay* al utetiea
Cal 362-4968 after 5 PM

Manpower Temporary Servlc*, 1400 Dusael
Drive. Maumee 43537 893-4413.
Hiring Beginning Spring Break
Quarters Cafe
Stop by end get an application

AVAILABLE NOW
Need Pert Time Income? Need a Scrkiee-erep?
Need a Grant? We Can Help! Fre* Wo:
1-80OUSA-1221 ext 1090
Part-am* help wonted $4 00/hr Apply m pereon Speck Sale* Inc 17748 N Dixie Hgwy .
Bowling Green For more Info cal 353-8312

On* 6 two bedroom apartments - furnished &
unturniehed starting at $360.00 Gas 6 heel
included Free campue shuttle
Wlnthrop Terrace Apertmenta. 362-9136
BHJ IS BETTER!
Rockledge Manor Apts
2 bdrm. 2 bathe w/dktfiwaehor*
Cal today to take a look!
R.E. MANAGEMENT 162-6102

SALES: Party favor fern, seeks on-campua reoreeentattve* tor aakaa to greek house* during
1990-91 echool y**r Make your own hours
and average $400 month for about 10
hours/week Samplea. aak** materlele and
training at no coat to you. Call
1 ■800-326-2203 Aak lor A Touch ol Glaas
Summer employment Ful time eummer positions are avaaahle In our auto travel department
Ouafflaii individuala wll have a working knowledge of major U S. Highway systems and excellent communication alula Candidate* must be
available to train during Spring Break Our office* are located In Cleveland. Lynhuret. Mentor, and Rocky Rarer. Rate of pey wB be
$4 75/hr. Interested Individual* should cal
1-800-652-9199 ext 8018

DON'T BE A FOOL
KEEP COOL
IN OUR POOLS
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
1S2-S116
Downtown house for aurnmer. room for 3 or 4.
cal 354-6450
DUMP YOUR RCXHsMATE SPECIAL
1 bedrm. $145. Heel Incl.
Lrg. Efflc. S2S0. Heat Incl.
Now you can afford your own apt.
Theee apacioue epls feature:
■Heat » water Incl.
■Furnished
•Convenient to campua
RE MANAGEMENT

Summer Kitchen Help!
Cook*: no exp needed, but helpful - w* train
Must be 18 S over. Send r—um* to: Cosmo.
PO Box 13. Keeeya Island. OH 43438
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
June 24 ■ Aug 3 (6 wks.)
A precceeoe preparatory program tor high
echool students Employment available aa:
Tutor/Counselor
Residential. Minimum sophomore daaaitlcauon
Four Positions
Instructors
High school math. Englsh. social atudkaa. science Non-residential Bachelor's degree required Salary negotiable

162-6102
For rent starting Fal 1990. 12 mo. lease oray.
4 bedroom home 1/2 block from Offenhauer
Towers Cel 1-885 8307 after 7PM
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm
turn /unfum. AC. aa low aa
$440/moHo*t Included rates evaleote Ph
364-8038.
Need one maM/femala to sutHasi house.
Smoking or nonsmoking Cheap. Ctoee to
campua. For aurnmer only Cel 364-4312. Ask
for Jenn or Ericka
NEW. LOWER
COOL SUMMER RATES

Appecatlona avalHtli at
301 Hayaa Hal Deedkhe April 2

Needed 30 overweight people who are serious
about losing weight Cal Frank at 364-7883.
Limited time onry.

We're looking for aggressive college students
to market new en* of swtmaurta and evening
wear Good extra Income Cal TODAY (613)
777-1188

Want to trade tor car or make caah offer. New
IBM PS-25(cokx) and Epson EX-800 printer
Leave message for Shem 352-1483

FOR SALE
•••••AROAIN""
1 rod. trp. tkt. to LA from Det.
La 6-16 Rtn. 6-26
$260 or beat offer
Jscqule Joseph 372-2401

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
362-9135

On* 3-bedroom unrt 1 On* 1 -bsdroom unit ti a
house between downtown » campua Cal
1-893-2317.
Prefened Prop*rtle* I* now leasing tor aurnmer
and ait Piedmont apertm*nt* and many of our
other eatmga are aveaeble' Al residents receive
a rraimbershlp to Ch»rrywood HMHh Spa Cal
3529378
STAY CLOSE!
Campus Manor Apts
■Free heal a A,C
'assSM
• Wan to campus 1 store*
•Furrashsd
Cal Today 362-9302

ATARI gemea for sale $5 e piece or $100 for
the whole set Cal 352-2768
For Sale specialized Hard Rock Mountain Bate
Excetent condition $260 00 fern Aak for Rob
at 353 1583
. Campus $ City Events-

Wentod

. Loat and Found

, Help Wanted

RkMe

.For Sale

. Servtcee Offered

For Rent

Summer rentele Apartments, houses,
rooms Cel Carry Renlala 352 7365

HELP • HELP ' HELP
GIRLFRIEND DUMPED ME, MUST
SELL TWO TICKETS TO JAMAICA

claaarfied rat**.
(3/18-3/251 PAD $1,200, WILL

Dates to appear

Mali to: (On or Off-Campus Mall)
ThaBQ News
214 Wast Hal
BGSU
Bow»ng Green. Ohio 43403
(ch*ck» payable to The BG rVawsl

Total number of days to appear

ACCEPT ANY REASONABLE
OFFEROVER SeOO
CALL15H33S
(INCLUDES LUXURY VILLA. ROUND TRIP AIR
6MORE)

and

SUMMER SUBLEASE NEEDEDI
BIG Specioua houeei
(th* mor* th* merrier!)
1 block behind Market
Cal Terrl at 352-3698 or
Brtgrtt* at 352-4636
CALL SCON - 6 leeve message!

Four piece drum eat for $250 00 or beat offer.
Cal 891 0516. aak for Chris

• First day. $1 00 service charge onry -- mut 35 worde for a non-proflt event or meeting Subsequent day* are charged M reguter

i May

Apartment for rent lmm*dkue occupancy
$300/mo 2 bedroom, 2 bath Cal 363-0947

1973 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE
302. 3 speed manual. $4500 353-3098

Claaalflcatkan m when you wteh your ad lo appear

Fal leeaee

1 bedroom, $300 00 2 bedroom, $400 00
Alutu paid Cloeelo campua
Aval summer slal Cal 352-5475

WANTED

Mail-in Form

Two days prior to publication. 4 pm.
(Th* BG News it not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES:

NOTICE:

Join the St. Patrick's celebration at Campua
PoHyeyea and anjoy Ive entertainment with
TORI Oorman TONIGHT 10pm-1 am

Jeen lecket with white leather fringe tor sale
Only worn 4 times Wat take best offer. $80
value Cal 353-6894

SAESAESAESAE

FLORIDA, WHO NEEDS ITT

Two 2 bdrm. apts turn 6 unfum avssable tor
Fal 4 Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments
turn 6 unfum. saw aiaashla. Vllage Green
Apartments Cal anytime 354-3633.
Two bdrm -4 person apts BG APTS. 818.
822 2nd St 9 6 12 mo leeaee 352-7464.
After 5pm t wkenda 823-7555
Two bedroom furrashsd on 5th St for Fal 2
bdrm unfum aval May 362-3446

Phon*: 372-2601

146 N MAIN o BOWLING GREEN
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Buckle Up For Sprinq Break '90

:*
STUDENT TRAINING
GROUP RATES AVAIUBLE
• WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE

SKYDIVING
CLEVELAND
PARACHUTE
CENTER

216-548-4511

15199 Grove Rd
Garrett8v1«e, Ohio
44231

March 16,1990

ma HUSH Em m smium
Friday/Joe P. N

From the Street
How do you plan on celebrating St. Patrick's Day?

I
Andre McCattcr, freshman business
major from Cincinnati: "I'll be at home
with my family, relaxing."

Beth Martin, sophomore accounting
major from Bambridge: "I don t have any
plans yet, but I will be at home working.''

Tammy Ball, junior interior design
major from Rochester, NV:"f will be in
Daytona Beach on Spring Break."

Tim McAllister, junior education major
from Waverly: "It's my friend's birthday,
so we are planning to go to bars and
drink green beer."

Artistic integrity loss shown in video
by Brenda Young
When asked about a flop, most selfrespecting actors, screenwriters and directors will tell their interviewers the
movie just didn't turn out the way they
had hoped — the editing (or directing
or acting or script) just didn't turn out
right.
What is often the case, however, is a
bad case of compromising values and
beliefs in order to get a project out.

Video Review
Michael Varhol and Christopher Guest
offer a whimsical look at that problem
of compromise in "The Big Picture."
The problems ail begin when recent
film school graduate Nick Chapman
(Kevin Bacon) wins an institute award

for his short film about a boy's first
date. Almost instantly the Hollywood
vultures swoop down — the kid is hot
and therefore a strong contender for
big bucks at the box office.
Chapman wades through the load of
offers from agents and studios quickly,
because, like any ambitious young artist, he is in a hurry to direct his first
feature. He has written a kindly little
script about human nature.
Studio chief Alan Habel (J.T.
Walsh) quickly puts the kibosh on
Chapman's project. First of all, nobody wants to see a movie about a love
triangle in a snowed-in cottage —
snow, after all, is a no-sell at the box
office.
But the biggest problem with the
script — which leaves Habel and his assistants slack-jawed — is Chapman's

stubborn wish to film the movie
inBlack & White. As one assistant
carefully explains, theaters only have
color projectors now.
Choosing an agent isn't the easiest,
either. Apparently, Chapman couldn't
come across any better than Neil
Cessman (Martin Short), an odd little
man with more "Beverly Hills" mannerisms than a long-time resident in the
business would ever schmooze.
Short is his usual doofus self in the
role. He leans forward over the cafe
table to explain why he's the best agent
Chapman will find. As he said, "I
don't know you, 1 don't know your
work, but I think that you're a very,
very talented young man."
As might be expected, though.
Chapman isn't flying yet. Like a lot of
directors, both first-timers and old
hands, the project falls through. No
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one will touch what has become a beer
guzzling, stewardess infested frat party
script — a dead studio's projects are
worse than bubonic plague.
With his return to being a nobody.
Chapman realizes he has compromised
everything he believed in for the glamour and the money.
"The Big Picture," while it prods
and mocks the film business uncompromisingly, can't help but fall into the
old Hollywood formula happy ending.
But considering realism doesn't sell at
the box office, that's understandable.
So young artists take note: in the
words of Frank Capra, "Don't compromise, for only the valiant can create
... and only the artistically incorrupt
will earn and keep the people's trust."
"The Big Picture" was supplied by
Barney's Video.

Christopher J. Dawsoa
Deborah Hippie
Fraak Esposlio.
■run Lanky. Doaaa Sharper
Jot P. Nuaaer
210 West Hall. (4lt) 372-*»a7
Thorns Krouar
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Toledo set for St. Pat's celebration
by Michelle Banks
Although Toledoans usually see
(he Maumee River as a dark shade of
brown, this weekend they will see
green when the river is dyed for
Toledo's St. Patrick's Day celebration.
The "Shamrockin' Weekend" festivites sponsored jointly by Citifest,
the Mayor's office, 93-Q, and
Shooter's Waterfront Cafe in Portside feature activities for both the 21
year-old business set as well as the
family, Lisa Comte, special coordinator for Citifest said.
"We did not know how well it
would show up but we did a test last
Friday and it definitely did. The
water turned fluorescent green,"
Comte said.
Toledo Mayor John McHugh and
Steve Mason, a disk jockey from
93-Q, will dye the river Friday evening at the start of the celebration,
Comte said.
"It should be fun and definitely
something different," she said.
The dye, which has also been used
in Chicago for their St. Patrick's day
celebration, is environmentally safe,
Comte said.
"It is sound enviromentally and

will not be harmful to the life in the
Maumee River," she said. "A lot of
people should be surprised because
they probably have never seen the
Maumee any other color than
brown."
Comte said the festival was scheduled to bring more people to the
downtown business area as well as
celebrate the holiday.
"All of the coordinators wanted to
do something in celebration of the
St. Patrick's weekend," Comte said.
"We thought this would be a good
way to get people downtown as well
as have fun at the same time."
Serving of the traditional green
beer along with the "Dan and Don"
show, will kick off the celebration
this evening at 5 at Portside. The
Homewreckers, a local Toledo band,
will perform until 10 p.m.

This celebration marks the first
time the traditional services in St.
Patrick's Historic Church will be incorporated into city-wide festivities.
"This is the first time the St.
Patrick's has branched out to a larger group,"Comte said. "We thought
it would add a nice element to the
weekend since the holiday has religious elements to it."
The service is scheduled for 3 p.m.
on Saturday.
Officals for Citifest and the
Mayor's office would like to see this
become an annual event, however, it
is uncertain if it will be.
"With the situation at Portside it
is hard to plan for the future until the
new management comes in," she
added.

Also included in the festivites will
be a shamrock drop.

CENSUS "90

"A net filled with shamrocks will
be dropped from the ceiling in Portside and those people who find the
four—leaf clovers will win prizes
from the merchants," Comte explained.

Answer the Census

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

No Cover

Friday & Saturday
March 16 & 17
Featuring

T.K.'s
202 Louisiana Ave.
Perrysburg, OH

Noon'til 2:30 am
2 pa - 2:30 am

Fri: Live Music
Outlandor
Sat: CD Mania !!
with your friendly
D.J. the Tax-Man

THE BEST LIVE ROCK-N-ROLL
AROUND
Get your St. Patty's
Day Celebration off to
a great start at T.K.'sM
Jigg's Dinner $5.95

If you are in Bowling Green you
probably think of spring as lightwinded weather complete with midterm exams in classrooms as stuffy as
your closet. If you are in Tiffin, O.,
however, spring time will bring quality
entertainment, the Big Band Festival.
The event will be presented by the
Ritz Theatre for the Performing Arts
on March 18 at 8 p. m.
Susanne Prey, Public Relations Director said it features some of the best
performers.
"It is the 10th anniversary tour and
features a variety of well-known performers," she said.
John Gary is a popular vocal soloist
of the Big Band tours. The highlights
of his career have been 24 recorded
albums of popular and revered Broadway shows and his own syndicated television show, "The John Gary Show."
Henry Cuesta, a highly regarded
clarinetist, was a regular performer for
10 years on "The Lawrence Welk
Show" and has appeared on "The Tonight Show" with Johnny Carson. In
addition, he has performed and conducted at a number of jazz and pop
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How it really feels to be hypnotized
by Bob Sadowsld
Help me! Help me! I've been hypnotized!
That was the first thought that ran
through my mind after being removed
from a hypnotic state induced by Jon
Lautrec.

The Friday Column
Lautrec, a professional hypnotist,
made a stop at the University as part of
his nationwide tour last Friday night.
His show, which was free of charge,
was sponsored by University Activities
Organization.
The idea had crossed my mind to
write a story about Lautrec's show as a
whole and to feature many of the various stunts that he performed with his
hypnotized "volunteer" guinea pigs.
But, being one of those guinea pigs, I
figured that it may be interesting to
convey the feelings that I had experienced while hypnotized to those who
were not fortunate enough to experience this sleeplike condition.
As I first took a seat facing an excited audience gathered in one of the
Math Science lecture halls, I was as
nervous as hell! I really did not know
what to expect. I had never been

through any such experience before in
my life, so I hung in there and awaited
his first instructions.
Lautrec first had the group stretch
out a bit to help relieve some of the
nervous tension like the stress I was experiencing. From there, he immediately began the hypnosis process. We
closed our eyes and focused in on his
every word. Slowly, he eased us into a
sort of sleeplike state, telling us how
heavy our head, our eyes, and our arms
were becoming. This is about the point
when he had actually placed the group
into a hypnotic state.
At this particular time, all that I can
remember was the intense thumping of
my heart throughout my chest cavity. I
thought that it was going to explode!
But, at that very moment, I felt Lautrec's hand on the back of my head. He
lowered my head so that it was actually
resting upon my shoulder and chest.
I had forgotten completely about
any tension or nervousness that had
only moments ago overwhelmed my
mind and body. I felt completely at
ease. I felt as if I were dreaming and
the only thing that I could make out
was Lautrec's smooth and easy words.
He began the activities by instructing
us to raise one of our arms, telling us
that it was as light as a feather. I held it
there for quite a while, yet I felt no
tiredness or weakening of the arm.
From this, he said that our arms were
now stiff and rigid and challenged us to
bend them. I could not. Here, I knew
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something odd was happening to me,
but I could not stop it, what ever it
was.
At this point, the details become a
bit sketchy. From here on, I will attempt to put into words all that I can
remember and all that my roommate,
who was also there, told me of my performance. Believe me, this is no easy
task.
For his next instruction, Lautrec told
us to think of something very funny, so
funny that we could not withhold our
smiles and laughter. At first, I could
not perceive anything as the least bit
humorous. But, then, I felt myself
crack a smile. All of a sudden, hundreds of images passed through my
mind at a breakneck speed, so fast that
I was unable to focus on any one
image. Nonetheless, I was capable of
perceiving these scant images as hilarious and began to laugh. I had no idea
why I was laughing, yet the cackles
continued, that is, until Lautrec told us
that it was no longer funny. Now,
rather, we experienced a sense of seriousness and then of sadness. While in
the state of sadness, I felt a small tear
beginning to emerge from my eye.
Allegedly, he put us through several
other emotional states, although I am
unable to remember any such actions.
The next thing that I remember was
waking up. As Lautrec passed by me, I
sensed an appalling odor coming from
him, much like he had just passed gas,
for lack of a better word. But, then, he
said that the odor was gone and was
replaced by a pleasent smell coming
from the person sitting beside each of
us. Lo and behold, I could smell the
scent of my favorite ladies perfume.
Beautiful. I looked beside me, and
there was a girl. The odor was definitely coming from her, yet I had not
sensed it until moments before.
After this, Lautrec returned us to a
state of sleep. When I awoke this time,
I did not feel like myself. I felt young,
almost childlike. He had apparently
told us that time had traveled backwards and that we were six years old.
The only thing I can remember here is
writing my name and age on a piece of
paper. As I wrote my age, I wrote
down "age 6" without any hesitation.
After the entire program was completed, I was handed a picture that I
had drawn while "6 years old." 1 was
astounded by its likenesses to the drawings from my kindergarten years that
my mom had saved. Even my writing
was almost identical.
Although these next details are very
faint, I do recall counting my fingers.
Very simple procedure, right? That is
what I thought until I counted mine
and came up with eleven. And the girls
all had twelve. I became a little worried
at this point. Lautrec had eliminated
the number five from our vocabularies.
Also very faint in my mind was when
I awoke to find the entire audience
nude. At first, this was indeed quite interesting. My interest was lost, though,
when Lautrec put their clothing back
on and removed his, I was frantically

worried when this nude guy began approaching me and hitting on me! It was
not a pretty sight!
The only other clear thing that I can
recall is waking up and the entire lecture hall being empty — the entire audience had left. I sort of felt this
uneasy presence, yet I could see no
one. Lautrec preceeded to levitate a
winter coat and a folding chair in mid
air. At first, I was not sure what was
going on, but then I settled down and
figured that he was a magician or a levitator or something. The fact is that
the members of the audience actually
were moving these objects. They had
never left!
After he had finally awakened the
group near the end of the program, I
returned to my seat only to be bewildered about what was happening
around me. The female volunteers
were approaching many of the male
audience members, giving them huge
kisses and then proceeding to slap the
poor guys in the face. I had no idea
what was going on. All I knew was that
I had to use the restroom. So, I rushed
to the nearest lavatory and entered.
Yet, once there, the urge was gone. So,
I returned to the seats in the front of
the lecture hall and sat down. Again, I
felt the urge. But, this time before I
could leave, Lautrec put me back to
sleep.
During this final sleep, he ordered
the group to disregard anything that he
had said to us that entire evening. He
more-less "undid" the hypnosis.
As I awoke, I felt different. I felt relaxed and at ease whereas when he had
awakened us previously throughout the
show, I felt "spacey." During the
show, my physical state was okay, but
my head and thoughts were blurred
and foggy. It felt as if I had had a drink
or two, yet my body was not feeling it.
It was a good feeling, though.
Nonetheless, as I left the show, I felt
pretty good. It only bothered me when
my friends began asking me things
about what I had done while hypnotized, and I could not answer them! I
had no idea what they were even talking about! Today, many of the things
are gradually coming back to me, but
they are still quite blurred. Yet, I
thoroughly enjoyed the experience and
would love to do it again.
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Daytona Beach readies for students
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
Ah, spring: When young folks' fancies
lightly turn to thoughts of suds, sex,
sunburn, loud music, wet T-shirt and
belly flop contests at this, "The
World's Most Famous Beach."
A local task force, hoping this year
to minimize the bacchanalian havoc
wrought by 400,000 booze-guzzling
collegians, is trying to slow down the
fast times with a campaign to "Party
Smart" in Daytona.
"The theme means enjoy yourself,
have a great time, be safe, go home
safe and having had a wonderful time,
come back in 1991," said Ray Eddy,
chairman of the task force.
Beach Police Chief John Kirvan said
laws barring alcohol on the beach will
be strictly enforced, and his officers
will take a "no-nonsense approach to
drinking and rowdyism."
Little else has changed in this year's
student pilgrimage, which began in

early March and continues through
mid-April.
MTV, the cable TV music channel
which helped establish the area as a
spring break mecca, is returning. So is
Playboy magazine. National Lampoon
and the rock concerts, product displays, beauty pageants and sporting
events. Breweries, automakers and sun
product companies will vie for student
attention. This year, condom manufacturer Carter-Wallace Inc. will introduce "Trojan Man" to promote the
need for safe sex.
And there's 28 miles of hard-packed
beach, where each year the swimsuits
of men and women get a little more
daring and ogling is a popular pastime
for both sexes.
Daytona Beach has been the spring
break mecca for sun-starved Northern
college students for about three years,
since Fort Lauderdale let it be known
that spring breakers were not welcome.

Telling lies to have sex
BOSTON (AP) — Here's an insight
that may fail to shock dedicated students of the mating game: People often
tell lies in order to have sex. Honest.
Two California researchers reached
that conclusion about dating behavior
after taking a survey of college students.
They say it's a point worth keeping
in mind when trying to decide whether
potential sexual partners have ever
done anything to put themselves at risk
of AIDS.
In the survey, 34 percent of male respondents and 10 percent of women
admitted they had "told a lie in order
to have sex." Even more said they
would lie if a situation arose where it
would be to their advantage.
The researchers noted that young
people are advised to choose sexual
partners who are at low risk of infection with HIV, the AIDS virus. One
way to do this is to question partners
about their sexual pasts.
"The implications of our findings
are clear," they wrote in a recent New
England Journal of Medicine. "Patients should be cautioned that safe-sex
strategies are always advisable, despite

arguments to the contrary from partners."
The survey, which gave no margin of
error, was based on questionnaires
filled out by 196 men and 226 women
at colleges in southern California. It
was conducted by Drs. Susan D. Cochran of California State University in
Northridge and Vickie M. Mays of the
University of California, Los Angeles.
They published their results in a letter
to the journal.
In the survey, 47 percent of the men
and 60 percent of the women believed
they had been lied to for purposes of
sex.
Asked about hypothetical situations,
many people said they would be willing
to tell lies. For instance, 20 percent of
the men and 4 percent of the women
said they would lie about having negative AIDS tests. Forty-seven percent of
the men and 42 percent of the women
said they would understate the number
of previous sex partners.
"One can probably assume that their
reports of their own dishonesty
underestimate rather than overestimate
the problem," the researchers added.

The Short Fat Guys downhill race
SKANEATELES, N.Y. (AP) —
Forget the New York City Marathon
with all those slim, trim, sinewy bods
— for the other half, there's the Short
Fat Guys' Road Run.
The 7th annual running of the
3-mile, downhill race will have trucks
to carry participants over any section
where the grade is even remotely
uphill.

"You've got to have Twinkies or
beer — something to relax you part
way through," said race organizer
Dick Perry.
To qualify, participants' waists must
be at least 4'/; inches larger than their
inseams. Everyone will be carefully
measured before being allowed to
compete. Perry said.

Relief stations stocked with beer,
pastries, candy and cigars are the big
attraction.

Contrary to its title, organizers said
"females of any configuration may
also take part."

Last year, some Daytonans grew
tired of drunken excesses, property
destruction, under-age drinking, gridlocked traffic and public urination.
They urged officials to pull in the welcome mat.
Hoping to keep the economic boon
that will put an estimated $120 million
into the local economy this year, the
Daytona Beach Spring Break Festival
Task Force was formed to make the
partying more bearable for the locals.
It has tripled available parking, increased trash receptacles and planted
100 portable toilets and hopes to control illegal drinking. It has organized
activities for students and even created
a code of conduct, Eddy said.
The Daytona Beach police and the
Volusia County Beach Patrol are
pledging beefed-up forces and stringent enforcement of laws, especially
those involving alcohol. Noise-control
ordinances also will be enforced.

"Our problems haven't been with
the college kids," said Daytona Police
Chief Paul Crow. Contrary to public
perceptions. Crow said, about 65 percent of those arrested last year were
Florida youths, many under-age high
schoolers. The task force is doing its
best to "un-invite" high schoolers who
skip classes and try to participate in activities designed for college-age students.
This year, Crow said police will restrict traffic to the beaches when they
fill to help prevent gridlock. "We are
going to close the gate," Crow said.
New city ordinances aimed at maintaining a more orderly crowd will close
bars at 2 a.m., instead of 3 a.m. Hotels
and motels cannot serve beer on pool
decks until after 2 p.m. and must close
the taps at 11 p.m.

The Friday Music Quiz
It 'sjust about Spring Break and everyone is pumped. It should be a particularly terrific break for Doug Deutsch and John Howley ofDarrow Hall who
will receive some new, free music from Finder's. Yep, they were this week's
graduates of "Dr. Dave's Incredible College of Musical Knowledge."
The correct answers for last week's 'numbers' contest are:
l.TheFixx
2. Seduction
3. Gloria Estefan & the Miami Sound Machine
4. Pride (In the Name of Love) by U2
5. "The Authority Song" by John Cougar Mellencamp
6. "Wasn't That a Party" by the Rovers
7. Rosanne Cash
8. Tommy Tutone
9. Nena
10. "Ride Like the Wind" by Christopher Cross
Please submit all answers to this week's quiz on a sheet of paper with your
name, address, and phone number to "Friday Music Contest," c/o 214 West
Hall, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403. Submit all entires before Wednesday, March
28 at 6 p.m. Only one winner per household per semester, please. Employees of
BGSU Student Publications are not eligible. The winner's name(s) and the correct answers will be revealed in next week's issue.
BEFORE BREAK, WE HERE AT 'THE COLLEGE" FICURED WE SHOULD
NOT TAX THE MIND TOO MUCH. SO. AS A SALUTE TO THE TEN BIGGEST
ARTISTS OF THE 80'S, WE WILL GIVE YOU THE NAME OF THE TOP ACTS
(IN ORDER) AND THE FIRST LINE FROM ONE OF THEIR NUMBER 1 OR 2
HITS FROM THE DECADE. YOU JUST HAVE TO TELL US THE NAME OF
THE SONG. HAVE A GREAT BREAK.
Freshman level — One point each.
1. Madonna: "Life is a mystery."
2. Hall & Oates: "She'll only come out at night."
Sophomore level — Two points each.
3. Michael Jackson: "Your butt is mine."
4. Prince: "Oh, 1 got a live 1 here."
Junior level — Three points each.
5. Billy Joel: "Listen boy/Don't want to see you let a good thing slip away."
6. Lionel Richie: "Well, my friends, the time has come."
Senior level — Four points each.
7. John Cougar Mellencamp: "Well, they come from the cities and they come
from the smaller towns."
8. Elton John: "I've always said that one's enough to love."
Graduate level — Five points each.
9. Huey Lewis & the News: "I met a fan dancer."
10. Kool & the Cang: "Let's take a walk together."
This week's winner will win a free promotional album from the Record Den, located in Woodland Mall on N. Main St., Bowling Green.
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Getting psyched for St. Paddy's Day
by Christopher O'Dtwson
Top O' The Morning to ye all!
It's here. The Day. Oh sure. Spring
Break is important, but that's not the
Day I speak of. I'm talking about St.

Tongue in Cheek
Patrick's Day, one of the best holidays
of the year. Let's get down, get green,
and PARTY! Okay, I admit it, I like
St. Paddy's Day.
It cannot be helped; I'm one of those
people of Irish persuasion, and this is
our holiday. Top that, all you other
ethnic groups. There's not many holidays for Albanians, or Poles, or
Swedes. Nope, only those of us lucky
enough to be blessed with Irish blood
can really enjoy this. We're not selfish,
either; all of you out there not privileged enough to be Irish can still enjoy
this holiday. Just wear green clothes,
go out to an Irish bar, and drink green
beer.
If you want to get carried away, you
can also eat corned beef and cabbage,
but take it from this Irishman; the only
good corned beef is from a Jewish deli.
Irish corned beef and cabbage make
the kitchen smell like someone's boiling a goat. I'm exceptionally proud of

being Irish, but when St. Paddy's Day
rolls around, I avoid the kitchen and usually go to Taco Bell for dinner. I'll
open a beer or two for the holiday
though.
Some people believe all Irish are big,
talkative, red-haired, heavy drinkers,
and stubborn as all hell. I personally
resent that. I am not a heavy drinker.
Seriously though, these are pretty typical ethnic stereotypes. Irish people usually don't even get offended by stuff
like this. Okay, maybe the alcohol does
flow at a good Irish wedding (or wake),
but so what? It happens in Polish weddings, too.
Do all Irish people have red hair? I
don't know. Do all Germans have
blonde hair and blue eyes? Are all Italians olive-skinned? The answer is no.
Okay, so maybe I do have red hair. I
can point out plenty o' Irish people
who do not. What about stubbornness? I for one do not believe that one
bit! We Irish are not stubborn, and I
refuse to listen to anyone who dares
suggest otherwise. You can kiss THIS
blarney stone!
One does not even need to be Irish to
have this sense of pride. My 100 percent Polish grandmother always sends
me a St. Patrick's Day card, and
whenever she finds anything Irish (like
a T-shirt, etc.) she never hesitates to
send it to me. Every year she always

UniGrophics
Serving uour total graphic design, desktop publishing
and typesetting needs.
• Resumes
• Graphic Design Consultation
• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures

tells me of her first St. Patrick's Day,
when she was a newlywed to my 100
percent Irish grandfather. Her motherin-law called, and as custom, said
"Top o'the morning!" My grandmother paused, and then asked how
she should respond, since she was Polish!
So I'm a big, stubborn, red-headed
Irishman (and believe me, I've been
called that many times). So what?
What is wrong with having pride in
your ethnic background? Far too many
people today are embarrassed by their
ethnic origins. Don't be. It took a great
deal of inner courage for our ancestors
to leave their lives in their home country, and cross a big ocean (usually in
steerage class) to an unknown land,
where more than likely they knew absolutely no one, and had no idea how
they would survive. Could you do
something like that? The great thing
about this holiday is all you non-Irish
folks out there can still partake in it;
truly, this is a democratic holiday.
Drag out the Bing Crosby tapes, dye
the beer green, put on green clothes,
and treat the day as a rite of spring;
just a day to get nutty and have fun
without any Puritan overtones. Don't
feel guilty, just have fun! This Irishman is sure as hell going to. Erin Go
Bragh! (which means Ireland Forever,
and not something about a girl named
Erin and her bra).

Billboard Top 10
1."Black Velvet" Alannah Myles (Atlantic)
2."Love Will Lead You Back" Taylor Dayne (Arista)
3."Escapade" Janet Jackson
(A&M)
4."Roam" The B-52's (Reprise)
5."I Wish It Would Rain Down"
Phil Collins (Atlantic)
6."I'11 Be Your Everything" Tommy
Page (Sire)
7."All Around the World" Lisa
Stansfield (Arista)
8."I Go to Extremes" Billy Joel
(Columbia)
9."Keep It Together" Madonna
(Sire)
10."Get Up!" Technotronic (SBK)

■From Ritz, page 3.
symphony concerts.
Arthur Duncan, a top dancer and
singer, spent 11 years as a regular on
"The Lawrence Welk Show." He starred in his own television show in Australia and has performed with individuals such as Jimmy Durante, Jerry
Lewis and Bob Hope.
Replacing Martha Tilton, who is not
performing due to illness, is singer
Fran Waren. Waren first received
national attention for the song "A
Sunday Kind of Love."
"She has sung with such big bands
as Charlie Barnet, Art Mooney, and
Claude Thornhill. She has appeared on
shows such as Johnny Carson, Merv
Griffin, Diana Shore and Danny Thomas," Frey said.
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"
"Guys and Dolls" and "South Pacific" are a few of the productions by
leading national and regional companies she has performed in. In addition, she has recorded with Columbia,
RCA and MGM.
The Horace Heidt Orchestra, conducted by Horace Heidt Jr., will be
another feature of the evening. Art
Carney, Gordon McRae, Frankie Carl
and Alvino Ray all began their rise to
stardom on the well-know radio show
"Horace Heidt and His Musical
Knights."
"This performance is a benefit performance with proceeds going towards
assisting the Ritz Theatre in paying
operation costs," Frey said.
Ticket prices for the Big Band Festival are $12, $15 and $18. They may be
purchased at the Ritz Theatre Box Office or by phone at (419) 448-8544. The
Box Office will be open from 10 a. m.
to 5 p. m. Monday through Friday and
from 10a. m. to 1 p. m. on Saturday.
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The Friday music picks of the week
Steve Salas Colorcode: "Steve Salas
Colorcode" Island Records
With the name of the group winning
points for originality and length, this debut album should also win points for a
good effort Colorcode, consisting of
guitarist/vocalist Steve Salas, bassist
C J. De Villier, and drummer Winston A.
Watson. Jr., has a well-balanced effort
that combines hard-driving rock with a
healthy dose of funk.

Music Review
Starting off with "Stand Up," a heavyduty rock tune with a thunderfunk drum
beat and bass line, the album holds on to
a bare bones rock feel all throughout
Studio tricks are held to a minimum,
Colorcode preferring substance over
style. Utilizing relentless backbeats, leftover Hendrix riffs, and gruff vocals, this
is ROCK.
"Caught in the Middle of it" is the
closest to a radio-type tune on the
album, and it is the most infectious tune
on the entire album. "Just Like That"

also fits the bill for airplay. If Colorcode
had more guitars and bigger hair, this
could be a glam-metal song: however,
because of their minimalist approach to
hard rock, it comes off well. Salas's mentor, Bootsy Collins, shows up with
phoned-in vocals on 'Two Bullets and a
Gun," one of the few socially-conscious
songs on the album. However, Salas isn't
looking to make a social statement, he's
looking to rock his listeners, and he
suceeds.
All of the songs on this album are pretty good, but by the end they start to
sound alike. Maybe if drummer Watson
would change his beat now and then, the
album would be stronger. Either way, it's
a good first effort, and is perfect for partying, dancing, or just plain rocking the
house down.
ByCJ.Dawson
Braille Radio: "Braille Radio" Accident Records (cassette-only)
In a mere sue songs, this quartet of
Toledo rockers (Lee Kohler, vocals, Anthony Makes, guitar & vocals, John
Penka, bass, and Richie Bublick, drums)
have discovered what's at least an effective short-term cure for gloom-rock GUITARS! Now I know this is an ob-

vious solution to the problem, but the
neat thing here is that Braille Radio retain the best qualities of that bastard
subgenre without getting all pasty.
This is most evident on "Total Hell"
and "Let's Walk By The Whorehouse"
where Makes' careening riffs repeatedly
save Kohler's emotionally-drenched
voice from taking the fatal plunge into
weeping self-introspection. The combination is absolutely electric. When lyrics
like "She says 'Will I ever see you
again?'/Boy replies 'No, I don't think
so/She might not like if " collide with ultrarock guitar, something good's gotta
happen.
Things kinda slow down on "Clueless"
and "Empty Glass," but after those
opening twin salvos, it's understandable.
"Johhnny's Got An Ulcer" brings back
memories of U2 doing the Beatles' "Helter Skelter"(Please don't ask me to explain that one.) and "Searching" mixes
up a Ramones' drum cadence, "Peter
Cunn," and an absolutely acrobatic
guitar solo. So yeah, it is pretty good.
The only thing Braille Radio doesn't
do is give ya more songs and I'm sure
they're on their way. I had been hearing
rumors of a Braille Radio release for

over a year. Here's one local rock product that was worth the wait
By Frank Esposito
Jason Schnitker: "Voice Of An Angel'/ "Bill's Tuna Fish Sandwich" (available on cassette c/o Jason Schnitker,
141 Darrow, Bowling Green, Ohio,
43403).
Schnitker's a University student who
pulls off a pretty convincing one-man
show on this locally-produced duo.
"Voice Of An Angel" is a pretty average
love ditty, but "Bill's Tuna Fish Sandwich" is an out-and-out gutbustin' trip!
It's a monotone narrative over a hypercatchy guitar riff that relates the saga of
a "progressive guy" whose innocent
lunch is turned into a hilariously surreal
adventure when a bunch of "Dan Quayle
look-a-like aliens" demand his meal. Our
hero fends off the invaders with "the
deadliest force known to man - Tiffany's
first album." The aliens get revenge by
destroying the planet but the back-up
"wah-oos" by "Heather and the Nazis"
and Schnitker's work on "stunt" guitar
make global annihilation worthwhile.
By Frank Esposito

'Blue Steel,''Red October' reviewed
by Brian Lumlcy
Blue Steel
"Blue Steel" suffers from an age-old
Hollywood disease — lack of originality. In
an attempt to change the worn cops-androbbers story, director Kathryn Bigelow
makes her protagonist a female cop dealing with a serial killer. Shades of last year's
"Sea of Love," the killer also happens to
be her lover. This provides a semiinteresting twist, as the events revolve

around the officer's attempts to get this
maniac arrested. At every turn she is hampered by a lack of evidence or an actual
sighting of the killer during his act The
first time this happens it is interesting —
afterwards it becomes downright annoying.
As Officer Megan Turner, Jamie Lee Curtis
makes as much of the role as she can. Besieged by such awful dialogue as "Did he
hit you again, mommy?," she does quite a
good job. The question is, why didn't she
argue with director Bigelow in order to get
rid of such innane speeches?
Ron Silver, who displayed remarkable
dramatic versatility in the recent "Enemies: A Love Story" is wittily cast against
type as the killer. His presence is genuinely

felt onscreen, his lurid eyes fill every inch
kudos for the attempt at least
of the screen. About the only other casting
"Blue Steel" is lost in a morass of atcoup in this film is the inclusion of Clancy
mosphere and slip-shod story-telling.
Brown as a hard-ass cop. Brown, normally
Rather than putting forth a sound narraassociated with bad-guy roles in such films
tive, the director attempts to lose the
as "Highlander," "Extreme Prejudice" and viewer in a world filled with neon, fog and
as the pitiful Viktor in the otherwise pitiful
lights that seem to diffuse through con"The Bride," stands out in his first really
crete itself. As I'm becoming fond of sayfull characterization. He holds a presence
ing, this is an excercise in "good premise,
onscreen, his gruff voice a wonderful
bad execution," and that's a shame, bematch to the glaring eyes of Silver. These
cause most of today's films seem to lie in
two gentlemen are the only saving graces
that category.
of "Blue Steel."
Bigelow, fresh from her successful vamThe Hunt for Red October
pire/western "Near Dark," attempts to
Tom Clancy's long-awaited best-seller
create the same type of atmosphere that
'The Hunt for Red October" finally makes
worked so well in that film. The only probits way to the hi,; screen amid a hoopla of
lem is that New York police precincts and
fanfare. Touted by Paramount with a masvampire ghettos don't use the same kind of sive ad campaign, "Hunt" opened to the
lighting. Every other shot in "Steel" is
biggest spring weekend opening in film
backlit or shot with swirling bits of fog to
history. Unfortunately, the film version is
give it an otherworldly ambience. Why?
lacking in many departments.
"Blue Steel" attempts to tell a worthy
Billed an action film, "Hunt" lacks the
tale of a young woman who tries to defeat
main ingredient of a classic action flick.
the odds surrounding her by fleshing her
Long minutes stretch by between action
killer/lover out. Bigelow introduces many
sequences, and when they finally do start
sub-plots that try to give her protagonist
they are totally unbelievable. As the Red
extra dimensions. Unfortunately, these tiOctober, a virtually undetectable Soviet
tle "dimensions" add nothing but confusubmarine, bids its way West in a defection
sion. They are never resolved, especially
attempt, the entire Soviet Navy and half of
her family crisis involving domestic viothe American fleet gives chase. As our prolence. Bigelow defends this by saying "If
tagonist sub defies missile after missile, the
you tried to resolve all the sub-plots, you'd
action becomes laughable. Sean Connery,
have an eight-hour film." She added that
as the Soviet commander defecting with
these sub-stories bring her cop to life, unthe sub, almost seems to break out into his
like "Dirty Harry, who is nothing more
James Bond routine, beckoning the audithan a flat, killing-machine." Well. Kathy,
ence with "How will he get out of this

crunch?" The sub makes turns on a moment's notice, effectively maneuvering like
a hummingbird on a strong wind. And like
any good action film, problem after problem develops that puts our heroes into
crisis after crisis. This seems to be a cross
between "The Poseidon Adventure,""Top
Gun" and "The French Connection." As
the chase ensues, the characters become
ever more intertwined. Connery is excellent as usual, as the Soviet commander.
His character dwells on the hope for a better future — after his wife's death while at
sea, he becomes sick of politics and longs
for an easier life of fishing and relaxation.
Well, the Russians don't seem to want
their premier commander to relax with a
fishing pole in American waters, and
moreso, are a little peeved at the loss of
their invisible sub. Acting as a foil and
eventual comrade to Connery is Alec
Baldwin ("Beetlejuice,""Married to the
Mob"). As a CIA agent he almost intuitively knows the sub's next move. This
character is a little far-fetched, he "hunches" at every move and seemingly must
have some connection with Shirley Machine. Rounding out the cast is a veritable
who's who of Hollywood. James Earl
Jones, Scott Glenn, Jeffrey Jones and
Richard Jordan all add to this overbudgeted spectacle.
With the campaign proclaiming "The
Hunt Is On" viewing this film should make
you believe that the hunt is off.
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Former prof picked for symphony
by Donna Sharper

The Boston Symphony hired a former University professor to fill an
opening for assistant conductor.
After doing extensive research into
favorable candidates for two vacant
positions, the management of the symphony contacted Robert Spano, a former director for orchestral activities in
the College of Musical Arts, said an
orchestra spokeswoman artist assistant.
"I was recommended by various
conductors in the profession whom
they (the management staff) were consulting," Spano said. Based on the
video tapes, a Hied application and
recommendations Spano sent the symphony last December, they invited him
to audition in January.

Robert Spano, former University professor and conductor. Photo courtesy University

According to Spano, 18 candidates
conducted the orchestra through
several pieces. He said he went through
three rounds. In the second round,
eight candidates went through the
repertoire again and in the third round
only four candidates remained.

Publk Relations office.

Top video rentals

SBXg

1 ."Lethal Weapon 2" (Warner-1989)
2."Parenthood" (MCA)
3."Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade" (Paramount)

According to the orchestra spokeswoman, the director of the symphony
chose Spano, "based purely on (the)
audition — obviously he was very talented and he showed it in 10 minutes."
Beginning next September, he and
the other newly hired assistant conductor will switch off conducting the Boston Symphony, one of the top five
symphonies in the nation, the spokeswoman said.

4."Turner & Hooch" (Touchstone)
5."Uncle Buck" (MCA)

Wishes the

Falcon Hockey Team
best of luck
in the upcoming tournaments.

As a professional musician, Spano's
talent went before him beginning in his
6."When Harry Met Sally" (Nelson) college years.
7."License to Kill" (CBS-Fox)
One year after he received his bachelor's degree in music from Oberlin
8."Do the Right Thing" (MCA)
Conservatory, he worked as the director of orchestral activites for the Uni9."Weekend at Bernie's" (IVE)
versity in 1985 until the fall of 1989.
Before coming to Bowling Green, he
10.'*The Karate Kid Part III"
had been the director of the Northern
(RCA-Columbia)
Ohio Youth Orchestra from 1981 to
1984.
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Spano did post-graduate work in
Curtis Institute, Philadelphia and was
an assistant conductor of the Philadelphia Youth Orchestra in 1985, before
he came to the University. He has also
conducted the Chicago Civic Orchestra, Ohio Light Opera, and Lyra Consort, St.Paul, Minneasota.

BLUE STEEL

As a pianist, Spano has performed in
Carnegie Recital Hall, New York,
Smithsonian, Washington.D.C, and
Suntory Hall, Tokyo.

R

12:30. 2:40, 4*007?%. 9.10

Presently, he is the music director of
opera theater and conductor of the
Oberlin Contemporary Music Ensemble at the Oberlin Conservatory.

